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Key to transliteration 

  I have used the following symbols for the transliteration of 

phonemes, whose pronunciations are not immediately intelligible to the non 

– Amharic speakers. 

 Vowels 

 

Pronunciation 
 

 

 
Sound 

 
Symbol 

 

Amharic 
 

English 

x a xmÈ amäťťa 

x# u Ñl# mulu 

x! i x!Ã¶÷ Iyariko 

x@ e x@F‰¬ Efrata 

X ∂ xNDM¬ and∂mta 

% ä -Í ţäffa 

å o å»U omega 

 

            Consonant    

¹ š ¹#mT šumät 

¢ ž x²™ azažž 

c č cBcï čäbčäbbo 

’ p ’@_éS peťros 

- ť -§T ťälat 

[ ś [lÖT śälot 
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Abstract 

Having read an Amharic commentary material on a given text, one can easily 

understand how the Ethiopic exegesis tradition is affluent with different kinds of 

literary features and techniques as an interpretative strategy. However, not enough 

research has been done in this huge area of study. 

Thus, this research is done to put forward as a starting point for reasoning or 

explanation that the Amharic and∂mta commentary material has its own valuable 

techniques as it identifies possible interpretative strategies that may help literary critics 

in their study of Amharic literature. 

The research begins by providing a general introduction to the definition, 

history and sources of the commentary material. The main body of the thesis is to 

identify some of the peculiar features of the commentary and to show how these 

features fit into the overall interpretative strategy. 

To do this, some strategic terms that are used in the and∂mta commentary 

material are identified and show how the terms are drawn upon to justify the 

interpretation arrived at the and∂mta commentary on the basis of the quoted texts from 

the Book of Genesis. 
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Chapter one 

    1. Introduction 

1.1 Background   

  Study of the traditional Amharic and∂mta commentary on a given Ge’ez text is the 

highest stage of the Ethiopian Orthodox Täwah∂do Church education. As Heyer puts it, 

''here the foundation for the practice of the Orthodox faith is set forth, the education of 

monks prescribed, the theology of the fathers of the church firmly standardised, the 

calendar fixed and dogma practised.''1  

 The and∂mta commentary can be defined as a translation and clarification of the 

Ge'ez texts of Biblical, certain patristic and liturgical books. The commentary serves to 

illustrate the underlying meaning of the translated Ge'ez text. It is a theological 

commentary in the sense that it sees the Bible as a book of divine revelation, but it shows a 

tendency towards theological polemics. 

The mode of exegesis known as and∂m ''consists of Amharic commentaries on 

Ge'ez texts,''2 which are then interpreted using different strategies. It is the commentary in 

which, after the text has been interpreted once, a chain of successive comments (as many 

as 10 or 15 alternative comments) is given, each one being introduced by 'and∂m' ('and or 

one'). For the Ge'ez and∂m commentary, aw (or) or bo (there is) is used instead of and∂m, 

which means ''in addition to this meaning, there is another one.''  

While and∂m is used in the Amharic commentary, the alternative interpretations are 

introduced by the same word, with no words for 'secondly' or  'thirdly'. But it is the same 

as saying 'secondly' or 'thirdly'. Because this and∂m commentary has been defined once 

and for all, and cannot be altered, the student must remain within its confines, however 

much he may be devoted to research and enquiry. If he makes even a few small alterations, 

or makes any correction, many things will be spoken against him.3 People will say, for 
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example, ''Master so-and-so has forgotten the interpretation; the Amharic has slipped his 

memory.'' 4 

 The and∂mta commentary material contains three strands: the Ge'ez text (zär or 

n∂bab), the Amharic translation of it (zäybe), and the commentary proper (t∂rgwame).  

The Ge'ez text ( zär or n∂bab) is regarded as the ‘‘scholars' text’’ (yäliqaw∂nt zär).  This 

text is taken as correct, and those texts, which are found to be differing from it, are wrong.  

  The Amharic translation (zäybe) attempts to bring out, in fully colloquial and often 

Ge'ez - oriented Amharic, the essential meaning of the Geez text. Often several alternatives 

are presented, the alternatives either corresponding to different ways of understanding the 

Geez text, or to different Amharic expressions of the same thought. The scholars versed in 

the commentary material call this type of translation the literal translation or interpretation. 

Literal translation, as its name refers, ''directly translates the Ge'ez text alone, and 

does not have any explanations.''5 It is in this stage that they translate the ancient books 

from foreign languages into Ge'ez, especially those that were necessary for daily use.6 

''People have further translated them into Amharic and are still at work on them now. 

However, since they had grown up with the profundities of the and∂m commentary,''7 this 

type of Amhairc translation was certainly new to the scholars. For this reason, the scholars 

of former times used to refuse to accept even the Bible, because it was a literal 

interpretation of texts without any explanation. Because of this, the commentators took the 

and∂m commentary as convenient for taking the meaning the way they wanted to, 

correcting the text and making the text clear. Because they feared that an incorrect text, if 

translated just as it was without correction, would not make the meaning clear and might 

even lead to proselytise ones religion.8 

The commentary proper (t∂rgwame) contains explanations (hatäta), illustrative 

stories (tarik), and quotations (t∂qs), and is often formed in Socratic way of question and 
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answer form (using bilu for the question). In this stage of commentary the commentator 

preserves the meaning only, without needing the text or keeping to its grammatical form. 

For example, it translates 'bäl∂wwa läzatti qwunś∂l' as ' say thus to Herod', or 'antä 

kwäkw∂h' as 'you are a foundation'. All those who are mature in thought like only this type 

of interpretation of the text. However, those who have studied other languages and know 

other types of commentary choose the direct translation. The reason is that, if it is to be a 

literal translation, they must translate the actual words of the text. 

It is not yet clearly known when the and∂mta commentary type of interpretation of 

books began in Ethiopia. Similarly, it is not wholly clear who started it, or in which 

country it originated. But Ethiopian tradition affirms that it was when Old Testament 

books reached Ethiopia. Jewish teachers brought oral commentary on these books to 

Ethiopia; later the New Testament and Patristic writings were brought to Ethiopia, and 

Bible commentaries also were translated into Ge’ez. The Ethiopian teachers used the 

translated materials at their disposal to produce a commentary corpus which reached fairly 

definitive form during the Gondärine period in the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries A.D.9 

This is explained in the preface which appears at the beginning of some of the printed 

editions of the and∂mta commentary. 10 

In Ethiopia, all the scholars of former times were very learned and upright, and 

they wrote, translating into Ge’ez, the Old and New Testament commentaries formerly 

interpreted by the Apostles, then by the 318 scholars, then by Athanasius, John 

Chrysostom, Cyril, Gregory, and their fellows, which were written in Greek, Hebrew, 

Coptic, Arabic, and Syriac. Then, in order that people should understand the 

commentaries, they translated them from the Ge’ez language into Amharic, putting the 

material in good order. 
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The and∂mta commentary tradition includes lists of the prominent teachers who 

have passed on the commentary material from generation to generation. For Old 

Testament teachers, the traditional list starts from the time of M∂n∂lik I; from then up to 

the time of Frumentius (fourth century A.D.), Azaryas, Sadoq, Lewi, Aron, Al’azar, H∂zbä 

Ra’∂y, Y∂wahi, Akin, S∂m∂’on, Enbaräm are listed.11  

The list continues up to the time of Täklä Haymanot (thirteenth century) with 

Y∂tam∂r, Abyud, Gedewon, Yared, H∂zbä Bar∂k, Täklä Qä’at, Asqä Lewi, Harbägwas, 

Yägnäh Mäsqäl, Y∂qna Dawit, Zäl∂’ul, Minas, Abba Y∂dla, H∂ywät Benna Bas∂yon, 

Bäkurä Ś∂yon, H∂zb Qäd∂s, B∂rhanä Mäsqäl, H∂ywät Bänne, Set, Wärädä M∂hrät, 

Zäkkaryas, Zär∂’a Yohann∂s, Täklä Haymanot. 

After this and untill Echäge Qalä Aw∂d (late seventeenth cent.), Elsa, Fileppos, 

H∂zq∂yas, Tewodros, Yohann∂s, Yohann∂s Kämä, Endryas, Märha K∂r∂stos, Petros, 

Enbaqom, Ya’∂qob, Matyas, Yohann∂s, Bäträ Wängel, Abr∂ham, Zäwängel, Zämika'el, 

Bäträ Giyorgis, Zäkr∂stos, Yämanä Ab, H∂ryaqos, Qalä Awadi are listed.12 This is the 

same as the lists of abbots of Däbrä Libanos (∂cägewočč) except that other lists add 

another Zäkr∂stos before H∂ryaqos, bringing the total to 57 so far.13 

After this, the list of Old Testament teachers diverges from the line of abbots of 

Däbrä Libanos and continues: Geta Esdros, Geta Gälawdewos, Mäl’akä Gännät Wäsän, 

Mäl’akä Gännät Wäldä Maryam, Mäl’akä Gännät Täklä Haymanot, Ato Adärah∂n, Arat 

Ayna Gošu, Aläqa Śähayä L∂da, Mämh∂r Gäbrä Elyas, Mämh∂r Säwagäňňähu, B∂luy 

Täkle, Mämh∂r Filatawos, Mäl∂’akä Gännät Ś∂ge, N∂burä ∂d K∂fle. 

With respect to the teachers of the commentaries on the New Testament books, it is 

said that Sadi Pawlos and Mä’al∂m Petros interpreted the Ge’ez texts into Amharic, and 

that Sadi Pawlos then taught Z∂kri; and Z∂kri transmitted the teaching through Särwe 
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K∂r∂stos, Aläqa Gwangw∂l, Mämh∂r Esdros, and S∂nä Kr∂stos, then Wäldä Ab. Wäldä 

Ab taught Wäldä Mika'el and Gäbrä Iyäsus.14 

The succession of the teachers of the commentaries on the f∂tha nägäst and 

arägawi mänfäsawi are listed in the introductions to the and∂mta commentaries on these 

works, beginning from the fifteenth and sixteenth century respectively, when the works are 

claimed to have been translated into Ge’ez. There do not appear to be traditional lists of 

the succession of the teachers of the and∂mta commentaries to the other patristic and 

monastic works, though rather meagre bibliographical information about the more recent 

ones is available. 

We are further told that in 832 E.C., the king called D∂gnažän appointed Abba 

Y∂dla at the head of 150 scholars and instructed him to preach and teach in the whole of 

Ethiopia having Ś∂lal∂sh (Etissa) as his home base; we are told that the commentary called 

And∂mta was begun in this same place.15 

   Among the teachers who gave shape to the commentary, Mämh∂r Esdros was the 

one who contributed a lot. He revised the former interpretations by re-reading many books 

with the help of his disciples, as he was blind. He is said to have read 300 books and 

corrected many errors in the previous interpretations. And because of this, his 

interpretations are known until today as mämh∂r Esdros's interpretations. 

  Mämh∂r Esdros was identified as the 'four-eyed'16 because of the depth of his 

knowledge and the extent of his research. When his students dispersed throughout the 

country to teach, mämh∂r Esdros retired to an island in Lake Tana. However, he did not 

give up reading books. He read more books and set down their meanings better. Later he 

called his disciples from wherever they were staying with the following message. «yqrN 

ngR xlÂ n#¿ XNdgÂ XNmRMR¿ XN¥R´ which means ''We have missed something; 

come. Let us pursue our research, let us learn.''  Many of his disciples respected their 
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teacher's words and came; but a few replied saying «N?ns x!twlDn XMZÑT 

(×/.8÷41)  X¾S xNt xÆ¬CN úTsSN (xÄ!S TRg#M ú¬mÈ) ytwlDN nN¿ 

XNdgÂ wd T¼b@T xNgÆM´ which means «we were not born of adultery (John 

8v.41); we were born before you our father went lusting (before you brought a new 

commentary). We will not re-enter school.´ Because of this, a few remained with their 

stand, while many accepted the call and got organized in the new plan of study. Therefore, 

two kinds of schools of interpretation were created. They are called the 'upper house' and 

the 'lower house'.17 

The commentary of the disciples who refused to come when their teacher called 

them is the interpretation of the 'upper house'; and their school is said to be the Gojjam 

School of commentary. ‘‘The commentary of the 'upper house' gives a very long and 

thorough explanation for a given text.’’18  

  The commentary of the 'lower house' is that of the disciples who improved the 

commentary and set down the meaning by reviewing the texts with their teacher. This is 

what is known as the Gondär School of commentary.19 

   Different Ge’ez and Amharic materials are used in the formation of the and∂mta 

commentary tradition. As we have seen above Mamh∂r Esdros read 300 books and 

pursuing researches on an island in Lake Tana, and Aläqa Wäldä Ab read also 600 

books.20 These numbers suggest that they studied virtually all available and relevant Ge’ez 

literature by the time.  

As far as internal evidence is concerned, the and∂mta commentary only 

infrequently names its sources, so it may be supposed that much unattributed material has 

been utilised. Some of the attributed materials are discussed below: 

 Commentary material in Ge’ez has been used in the formation of the and∂mta 

commentary tradition. It has been used more often than it is cited by name. However, in 
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some contexts, it appears that the main outlines of interpretation of the and∂mta 

commentary may have been worked out before the Ge’ez commentaries became available, 

and that, for this or some other reason, they lacked full acceptance. In the course of this 

paper, for example, I have investigated a certain rejection of a concept from the Ge’ez 

commentary material in the Amharic commentary. 

 In the commentary on Gen. 1v.3, ‘The spirit of God’ is rendered in Ge’ez as ‘‘it is 

the wind, which is life for the waters, which purifies the water.’’ But in T∂rguame Orit it is 

interpreted as ''it is an example of the Holy Spirit, which is given in baptism.’’ There are a 

few further explicit references to TW,21 TO,22 and a commentary on the Pauline epp.,23 and 

a number of implied references to these or similar commentaries.24  

  In the and∂mta commentary tradition, commentators use religious history, 

biography of different individuals, and monastic stories to make their commentary as 

exhaustive as possible. Thus, the and∂mta commentary draws upon tä'am∂rat, gädlat, 

s∂nk∂sar and the books of monastic stories (zena abäw, mäśhafä gännät, etc.) account for 

about half the attributed references in this category.  

Secular historical works are also important sources from which the commentator 

takes related stories, which can illustrate or explain his commentary. The principal works 

of secular history to which the and∂mta commentary refers are giyorgis wäldä amid, 

yohann∂s mädäbb∂ r, zena ∂sk∂nd∂ r, and zena esk∂nd∂s.  

 Other theological works in Ge'ez translation and various Ge’ez prayers and chants 

are also used in the and∂mta commentary tradition. hawi, aksimaros, g∂brä h∂mamat, 

mäśhafä adar and the works of ya'∂qob zäs∂rug, mälk∂ 'a iyäsus, d∂ggwwa are some 

examples. 
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Fisalgos, a work on natural history is also very often used in the commentary 

tradition. The book is the main source that talks about lion (e.g. Rev.5v.5), the unicorn 

(e.g. Ps.21v.21), the viper (e.g. Mt. 3v.7) and the phoenix (Is.40v.31).  

The and∂mta commentary contains comments both in Ge'ez  (e.g. Jer. 14v.2) and 

in Amharic (e.g. Ps.19v7) concerning Ge'ez grammar; these appear to be taken from 

traditional säwas∂w material. Some show a measure of awareness of the particulars of 

Hebrew grammar, e.g. 'In the Old Testament, the imperfect may be used for the 

imperative, or the imperative for the imperfect' (Jer. 34v.14).  

To make their illustration concrete and acceptable by their audiences, the Amharic 

and∂mta commentators present different local colours as a strategy. If we may take this as 

feature of the and∂mta commentary material, it can be read as the evidence for the 

Ethiopianness of the commentary material. For example, in the and∂mta commentary 

tradition, considering the extent of the and∂mta commentary material, references, 

predominantly to the Gondärine emperors, are frequent. From my little reading, the 

following emperors are mentioned predominantly. Bazen,25 Abr∂ha Aśb∂ha,26 Y∂kunno 

Amlak,27 Y∂shaq,28 Bä’∂dä Maryam,29 Na’od,30 L∂bnä D∂ng∂l,31 Särśä D∂ng∂l,32 

Zäd∂ng∂l,33 Sus∂nyos,34 Fasil,35 Yohann∂s I,36 Iyasu I,37 Täklä Haymanot I,38 Tewoflos,39 

Yostos,40 Bäkaffa,41 Iyasu II,42 Täklä Haymanot II,43 Sälomon,44 Tewodros II.45  In 

addition, while Bazen and Abr∂ha and Asb∂ha are mentioned as distant historical figures, 

the references to the later emperors contain interesting snatches of social history; for 

example, of särsa D∂ngel (Mälläk Säggäd), the and∂mta commentary relates that the 

daughters of his palace used to swim at Gorgora,46 that in his time the harp was brought to 

Ethiopia,47 Ps.150 v.4 and that when he was fighting the Fälashas his tent had to be moved 

three times because of the streams of blood.48 
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And sometimes the and∂mta commentary contains references to stories about the 

Ethiopians.  The commentators might take these stories as illustrations of specific points.  

For example, Ras Wäldä L∂'ul, mentioned in Ecclus. 11V.12, is taken as an example of a 

complete incompetent appointed person to high office; Qob Ast∂l Haylu and T∂qur 

Käbte
49

 are examples of people of great authority who had not received formal 

appointment. Abba Asbe
50 was considered unfit to be a witness in a law court, and he used 

to eat his meals in the public market place.  A man called Kurfo
51

 is said to have died after 

eating some 25 kilos of beans.  

Unfortunately, many of these stories, while illustrative of social history, are 

undateable; there are, however, clear references to the period of the Gondär kingdom: for 

example, the notes that aqabe sä’at Abranyos
52

 taught that after three prostrations to the 

Trinity, one prostration to the Virgin Mary should be added; that until the time of S∂’ul 

Mika'el53  gourds of honey were sold without tipping out their contents for inspection. But 

then this was stopped because of fraudulent practices, and that Qes Ase M∂h∂rka D∂ng∂l
54

 

wrote, ‘Jesus the Nazarene’ on his clothes. The ACFN, in particular, contains 

miscellaneous materials on the social and religious history of Gondar.55 

 Commentators also present geographical references to make their commentary as 

tangible as possible. I have tried to examine some references in the and∂mta commentary 

to Ethiopian places and tribes like Gondär city,56 places and churches in Gondar,57 areas, 

rivers and lakes in the present Gondär administrative region, such as Dämbiya, Sämen, 

Tadda, Angäräb, and Tana,58 Bägemd∂r,59 places or rivers in Gojjam region, such as 

Arängo, Y∂baba, Abay river, etc.60  

Places references are also used in the and∂mta commentary to effect solidity in 

their commentary, e.g. in answering the question ‘Why did Costantine choose Nicea for 

the council?' the comment61 replies, ‘Because it is a wide plain, just as people say, ‘‘A 
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wide plain like Wäagda’’. And∂m. Because it is a central place, like Arängo and Y∂baba, 

which are central for people from Gojjam, Bägem∂dr, T∂gre, Lasta and Wällo. And∂m. 

Because it is a convenient place like the Gondär of former times.’ 

  The and∂mta commentary infrequently cites the interpretations of named teachers. 

It appears from the contexts in which their opinions are recorded that some of their 

interpretations were considered sufficiently important to be added to the tradition after it 

was substantially complete, and that the period to which the small group of named 

teachers belong, namely the late eighteenth century, is the close of the latest stage of real 

development of the and∂mta commentary. 

 The most prominently named and identifiable teachers are Mämh∂r Esdros,
62

 

Mäl'akä Gännät Täklä Haymanot,63 Ato Adärah∂n,
64

 Mämh∂r Wäldä Rufael65. 

Commentators mention the name of teachers in their illustration to indicate the named 

teacher’s different commentary version on a given text. For example, of Ato Adärah∂n, it 

is noted that the most carefully counted verses in Isaiah66 are different from the traditional 

one; the and∂mta commentator records his achievement as noteworthy, but has not in 

practice adopted the result he obtained.  

1.2. Statement of the problem 

As I have indicated above, this traditional exegesis developed by the ancient 

Church of Ethiopia was established as early as the 14th century AD.67 However, not 

enough research has been done in this vast area of knowledge. Why? 

 As Pederson mentions three probable reasons can be given. The main one is that it 

was passed down orally until recent time in which recordings has begun. Those who are 

familiar with the traditional school of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewah∂do Church, ''the 

absence of written material is well-known. Eager students may in private write down some 
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notes to support their memory, but books and notes were not and are not used in classes''68 

except to memorise the Ge’ez text or the zär to be commented-upon. 

 The second reason ''may be the failure on the scholars part to recognise the 

significance of the few bits of exegesis they might have come across.''69 This was the case 

with Cowley, in whose attempts we get some explorations of some of the material in 

question. In his own words, as cited by Pederson, he tells us:  

I had probably absorbed some prejudices about the state of Biblical and patristic 

studies in the Ethiopian Church, and for the most part I had not read, or even heard 

of, the non-Ethiopian sources which contributed to the and∂mta commentary 

tradition. Principally, however, I was unaware of the and∂mta commentary as a 

possible object of study, and conditions for study were unfavourable.70  

 And the third reason is that ''the scarcity of people who are efficient enough in both 

Ge'ez and Amharic and, at the same time sufficiently familiar with Biblical studies, 

particularly with patristic Bible exegesis.''71     

  This study, thus, attempts to make up for the said lack of attention and fill up the 

gaps in order to facilitate further work in the field.  Based on the points so far discussed, 

this study will try to answer the following research questions:  

1. What do we mean by and∂mta commentary?  

2.  Does it have its own peculiar features? If so, what are they? 

3. How do they function? 

4. How can it be seen as an interpretative strategy? 

5. What sources do the scholars use?, etc. 
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1.3. Objectives of the Study 

1.3.1. General objective  

The general objective of this study is to describe and explain how the traditional 

Biblical Amharic commentary material of the Ethiopian Orthodox Täwahido Church is 

interpreted. And to present in translation a sufficient sample of the Amharic commentary 

material from the Book of Genesis, which is selected as the reference and at the same time 

show how the interpretative strategy works. 

The analysis has been supported by translations of the Amharic commentary taken 

from one of the books of the Holy Bible. The text that has been chosen for this part is the 

commentary of the Book of Genesis. I have chosen this book because the and∂mta 

commentary on it is extensive and includes materials collected from a variety of sources, 

for example from the Ge’ez commentary materials of the Books of the Old Testament and 

the New Testament, the Books of Scholars and the Monks. However, I have used other 

‘sacred’ texts for more explanation, like the Book of Psalms and the Book of the 

Apocalypse of St. John.  

          1.3.2 Specific Objectives  

    The research also has specific objectives that are drawn from the general objective.  

These specific objectives are the following:  

a. To provide a general introduction to the definition, history, sources, etc. of 

the corpus; 

b. To identify some of the peculiar features of the commentary and to show 

how these features fit into the overall interpretative strategy; 

c. To identify the strategic terms and show how these terms are drawn upon to 

justify the interpretation arrived at in the and∂mta commentary.  
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1.4. Methodology of the study 

  As the study is more of a theoretical undertaking, it is mainly based on library 

research. The project started with the assessment of reference materials written on the 

subject. This effort of assessing related materials from libraries was backed by interviews 

and discussions conducted with different intellectuals who have specialized in the area. 

   1.5.  Significance of the study 

 Ethiopian literature, until about a century and half ago, was chiefly Christian Ge'ez 

literature (Ephrem,1998: 1). The writing of non–religious works has been practically 

neglected for quite a long time. Thus, we may conclude that Ethiopian Ge’ez literature is 

the Christian literature of the Ethiopian Orthodox Täwah∂do Church.  

However, this huge area of study does not seem to have attracted the attention of 

many researchers. Many scholars have criticised this. Däbbäbä, for example, criticizes 

modern Amharic literature for its neglect of the valuable literary techniques of Ethiopian 

Ge'ez literature. As he puts it, ''I am afraid that Amharic literature, due to the negligence of 

the authors and lack of criticism on Ge'ez literature, does not seem to benefit fully from the 

strong aspects of Ge'ez with respect to forms and writing techniques.''72 

However, Däbbäbä does not give us a clue as to what these forms and techniques 

are. This research is thus expected to introduce one of these forms the and∂mta by way of 

discussing what Däbbäbä and others have not pointed out quite clearly.  Besides it paves 

the way for further research on the area as it identifies possible interpretative strategies that 

may help literary critics in their study of Amharic literature. 

1.6. Scope of the Study 

As the world of and∂mta commentaries is a world in which a person's whole life 

may be lived, such a tradition cannot be sufficiently described and explained in such a 
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short study. Therefore, in order to limit the scope of this study, the following matters have 

been excluded, as they can constitute two research undertakings in their own rights. 

a. Comparison of Ethiopian exegesis with other exegetical traditions; 

b. Detailed consideration of the theology of the Ethiopian Orthodox 

Täwah∂do Church. 

On the basis of the above background information, this thesis is going to be 

constituted.  
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Chapter Two 

Review of Related Literature 

 For the international academic world, the study of Ethiopian Bible commentaries is 

a field in its infancy. In fact, the entire bibliography of publications in this area can be 

listed on one page. First, there was the groundbreaking work of the late Roger W. Cowley, 

who can be credited with inspiring research in the area. In addition to some preliminary 

articles, he published two books. His articles and books are discussed in their order of 

publication year.  

 ‘‘ Preliminary Notes on the Baläandem Commentaries’’ (1971) is an introductory 

work he wrote on the commentary material. Cowley tried to discuss some preliminary 

notes on and∂mta, which paved the way for his later works. Expressing his regret that the 

corpus has attracted little attention from foreign scholars, or outside the immediate circle 

of the mäśhaf bet, from Ethiopians, he tells his readers that the corpus exhibits a number of 

noteworthy features. Moreover, having discussed the general features of the books, which 

are commented upon by the corpus, he briefly discusses that the Amharic used in the 

materials contains old linguistic features. He further indicates that we find some foreign 

words, alphabets, etc. in the materials. Cowley more significantly discusses the general 

features of the books which are taught in the mäśhaf bet, namely, the Old Testament, the 

New Testament, the Fathers and the Books of the Monks, as well as the Liturgy and Canon 

Law. 

Discussing the general format of the books, he says,  

 In overall form they consist of introduction and text with comment. Most of the 

printed ones have an imperial preface in Amharic relating the difficulty of 

obtaining books in Old Testament times, the activity of Ezra, the translation of the 

Septuagint, the translation of the Scriptures into Ge’ez and their interpretation into 
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Amharic, the destruction created by Graňň, the preservation of the Christian faith in 

Ethiopia and the Emperor’s desire to have Christian books printed. 73 

Because the famous teachers of the and∂mta commentary came from various areas 

of Ethiopia, and Old Testament studies, for example, have a strong link with Gojjam as 

well as with Gondar, it is to be expected that and∂mta commentary material contain 

dialectal variations of the older Amharic. 

Besides, from the time that Ge'ez ceased to be a spoken language, Ge'ez texts must 

have been translated into Amharic and the body of semi-traditional comment handed 

down. Gondär church teachers consider the commentaries to have assumed their present 

form in the days of the Gondär kingdom, and whether this is true or not, and even though 

teachers and copyists may have attempted to 'modernise' the language, the material can be 

expected to contain old linguistic features. 

This research, therefore, seems to be an important undertaking for those who are 

interested in researching the linguistic features of the language of the Amharic  and∂mta 

commentary corpus. However, I am not interested in discussing the linguistic features of 

the commentary material. Rather, I, having the features seen in the commentary material, 

shall focus on how and∂mta is seen as an interpretative strategy by providing some 

theoretical background as well as exemplary texts. 

Cowley has produced another research on the subject under the title ‘‘Beginnings of 

the And∂m Commentary Tradition’’ (1972). His aim is to show that marginal annotations 

to MSS are closely associated with the development of the written and∂m commentary 

tradition, that they are probably the actual literary nucleus around which this oral tradition 

crystallised and was reduced to writing. To do this, he has examined three annotated MSS 

and he further compares these annotations with the and∂m commentaries-thoroughly in the 

case of the 4 books of Kings, randomly in the case of other books-below which he gives 
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the material on I Samuel, which he thought to be a fair sample of the whole. Procedurally, 

he gives the annotated Ge’ez word first, then the reference, and then the annotation. 

This work of Cowley on marginal annotations of existing commentaries may come in 

handy for approaching the subject in terms of using the marginal annotations to MSS to 

discuss the features and their functions in the interpretation. This work should be taken as 

an important guide to explore the commentary material by using the marginal annotations 

to the rest of the commented upon MSS. However, as its approach is different, my study 

might not directly be the beneficiary of this work. 

‘‘Old Testament Introduction in the And∂mta Commentary Tradition’’ (1974) is 

Cowley’s third valuable research on and∂mta. Here, he discusses how each Book of the 

Bible is furnished with an introduction dealing with matters of authorship, content and 

canonicity. More importantly, the study gives an English translation of a selection of Old 

Testament introductory material
74

 ‘‘in order to illustrate the traditional attitudes to, and 

interpretations of, the Old Testament books in Ethiopia’’75. Cowley tells us that none of 

this material had previously been translated into a non-Ethiopian language. As an appendix 

to his brief study, he has added a translation of a chapter from a book by Liqä S∂ lťanat 

Habtä Maryam Wärqnäh76
 on the commentary tradition about the ancient teaching of 

Ethiopia together with some bibliographical and historical annotations. 

Cowley also wrote a similar study on New Testament introduction, entitled ‘‘New 

Testament Introduction in the And∂mta Commentary Tradition’’ (1977). In this research 

too, he discusses how matters of authorship, content and canonicity are treated in the 

Books of the New Testament. Finally, he gives English translation of introductory 

materials of some selected Books of the New Testament. 
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  In the previously mentioned two studies that deal with the introductory materials of 

the commentary, Cowley mentions lists of books in the two Testaments that are accepted 

by the Ethiopian Orthodox Täwah∂do Church’s biblical canon. 

Since Cowley’s ultimate focus is on the introductory materials of the commentary 

corpus, he does not seem to have given attention to the features of the commentary and to 

show how these features fit into the overall interpretative strategy. That aspect is going to 

be discussed in this study in addition to some historical background on the corpus.  

‘‘Mämh∂r Esdros and His Interpretation’’ (1980) is another study in which Cowley 

investigates the life of Mämh∂r Esdros, one of the known exegetes during the Gondärine 

period, about whom some information is available from Ethiopian historical sources, from 

oral tradition, and from the and∂mta commentary material, and whose name is 

remembered in the commentary schools of today. After briefly telling us about the 

biography of the scholar, he gives supplementary material on the traditional line of the 

transmission of the and∂mta commentary, lines of q∂ne and zema from one individual to 

another by listing the names of the scholars alphabetically. The work is helpful to those 

who want to undertake biographical research on the exegetes versed in the area. This study 

seems to be an important undertaking for the study of the history of the commentary 

material in detail. 

Cowley’s other work, which was published in a book form on the subject is The 

Traditional Interpretation of the Apocalypse of St. John in the Ethiopian Orthodox Church 

(1983). In this work, he treats three closely related subjects. The first (pp.1-61), which is 

titled ‘‘The and∂mta Commentary Corpus, its character, provenance, and development,’’ 

touches upon every important aspect of the Ethiopian exegetic tradition. The corpus or the 

content of the and∂m commentary is reviewed in detail on pp. 61-64. These pages not only 

exhibit the impressive wealth of the and∂mta commentary material and Cowley’s personal 
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library but also provide us with his thorough study of each of the books reviewed. 

Understandably, the materials which are of interest to the teachers of the and∂mta 

commentary include Old Testament and New Testament scriptures, monastic writings, 

patristic and liturgical books. Very few of these are published in Ethiopia, and the vast 

majority are preserved in manuscripts. The reason for this, as Cowley points out, is that the 

and∂mta commentary has been transmitted orally from generation to generation. 

 The second subject (pp. 65-156) is an annotated translation of a Ge’ez commentary 

on the Apocalypse of St. John as preserved in the British Library MS Orient 13830 (pp. 

116– 192). Since this manuscript is apparently not described in any published catalogue, a 

brief description of it would have been a helpful addition in Cowley’s work.  

The third subject (pp.157-381) is an annotated translation of the Amharic 

commentary on the Apocalypse in mäśhaftä haddisat sostu, n∂bab kännät∂rgwamew, 

edited by Liqa Liqaw∂ nt Mähari T∂rfe, and published in Addis Ababa in 1951 E.C., (pp. 

347–484). Cowley used the twentieth century MS to show some linguistic features which 

were omitted when the and∂mta commentary of the Revelation was published, and to 

enrich the translation with pieces of information which were apparently not transmitted to 

or from Liqä Liqawnt Mähari T∂rfe. 

These three sections are distinctly different from each other so that one may be 

justified in considering them as three separate works. Cowley has taken the time to look 

for some similarities between T∂rguame Qälämsis and the and∂mta commentary of the 

book of Revelation, but their difference is obvious. In fact, ‘‘T∂rguame Qälämsis 

completely differs from the and∂mta commentary of the Revelation on certain points, and 

specifically opposes certain views well represented in the and∂mta commentary and 

widely adhered to in Ethiopia’’77. 
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The book concludes with a useful bibliography of printed works and unpublished 

dissertations, and two indices: a general index and a set of indices to Ge’ez literature, 

including canonical and patristic books and the awal∂d. 

Cowley’s last contribution on the subject is his Ethiopian Biblical Interpretation: A 

Study in Exegetical Tradition and Hermeneutics (1988). In this book, Cowley explains in 

detail the kind of interrelation with regard to content, but does not develop sufficiently the 

formal, literary aspect of the Ethiopian exegesis in relation to its different patristic sources. 

The main questions which the study seeks to answer are: ‘‘With which exegetical 

tradition(s) does the traditional Biblical (and patristic) Amharic commentary material of 

the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church stand in essential continuity, and what are the 

processes that have made this tradition what it is?’’ (Cowley, 1988:17) 

To answer these questions he made some sample studies of the commentary with the 

aim of illustrating the use of non-Ethiopian traditions and the selection of material. This 

introductory chapter is followed by an investigation of the relationship between Ethiopian 

and Jewish commentaries with Greek, Syriac, and Arabic commentary materials. The main 

body of the work consists of the texts and translation of the and∂mta commentary on 

Genesis 1-2v.4 and Hebrews 1, preceded by surveys of the materials which have 

contributed to Ethiopian Orthodox Christian understandings of the Creation and of 

Christology followed by comparative studies of selected exegetical motifs. In the 

concluding chapter, Cowley attempts to briefly draw together some of the factors that have 

generated the commentary. He chose ‘‘the Creation’’ and ‘‘Christology’’ as the central 

themes to compare the Ethiopian commentary material with other traditions ‘‘ because they 

are basic to the Ethiopian Orthodox presentation of the Gospel and are pervasive in the 

commentaries, and, in addition, because they are so fully treated in other literatures that 

they are very suitable for comparative study’’ (Preface vii).  
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In his conclusion, Cowley remarks that Ethiopian Biblical commentary is inherited 

from much non–Ethiopian exegetical tradition from the second to the thirteenth centuries 

A.D. He says: ‘‘The Ethiopian and∂mta commentary tradition is an exegetical tradition 

which has an essential continuity with Antioch exegesis, and which Ethiopian scholars 

have moulded into its present form’’ (p.382). But we see Cowley stating that the and∂mta 

commentary stood its ground in the face of all the influences. As he puts it, ‘‘Although its 

sources have been variously influenced by hermeneutic theories and doctrinal concerns, 

these theories and concerns have not influenced the Ethiopian development of the 

tradition’’ (Ibid.). Though it has the merit for comparative research undertakings in 

between the Amharic and∂mta commentary with other commentary traditions, it has 

nothing to do with my research. 

Another study that should be considered is a brief study by Verena Böll titled, 

‘‘Some Remarks About the and∂mta on the Q∂ddase Maryam, specifically the Anaphora 

of Our Lady Mary from H∂ryaqos of B∂h∂nsa’’ In this study, Böll briefly discusses some 

of the features of the and∂mta commentary of the Anaphora of St. Mary to show how she 

is going to deal with the topic for her PhD dissertation. As the dissertation is written in 

German, I couldn’t review it here because of my illiteracy on the language.  

Another book on the subject is Pederson’s Traditional Ethiopian Exegesis of the 

Book of Psalms (1995). In her introductory remarks, Pederson briefly discusses the 

and∂mta commentary, beginning with its definition and describing its characteristics and 

the technical terms used in the corpus.  

In addition, in the second part which forms the main part of the book, Pederson gives 

an annotated translation of the Book of Psalms. As a background for her translation, she 

has tried to discuss the composition of the book and its use in the Ethiopian Church and in 

other churches. For example, she shows that, in the Hebrew canon, the Book of Psalms is 
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divided into 5 parts, namely, Book Pss. 1-41, Book Pss. 42-72, Book Pss. 73-89, Book Pss. 

73-89, Book Pss 90-106, Book Pss. 107-150, while the Geez division in the and∂mta 

version is like Book Pss. 1-10, Book Pss. 11-20, Book Pss. 21-30, etc. 

  Pederson also discusses the matter of authorship of the Book of Pslams. Even 

though the Book of Psalms is traditionally ascribed to King David (in Ethiopic it is referred 

to as Mäzmurä Dawit), she tells to her readers that this attribution of authorship is difficult 

because ‘‘ the Hebrew titles of the Psalms attributed 73 of them to David, 12 to Asaph, 11 

to the sons of Korah, 2 to Solomon, 1 to Heman, 4 to Ethan–Idithun and 1 to Moses, while 

50 Psalms have been handed down anonymously.’’   

Pederson also remarks that the Book of Psalms has from the very birth of 

Christianity been the backbone of Christian prayer. Here, she discusses how Ethiopian 

Christians divide the Book to recite privately. To make her study as exhaustive as possible 

she has made a survey of published works of traditional exegesis of the Book of Psalms. 

She has mentioned some works that are published in Hebrew, Greek, Latin, Syriac and 

Arabic. She has also tried to briefly compare the sources, interests and exegetical methods 

of the Amharic commentary material with other traditions. The translation she made of the 

and∂mta commentary on parts of the Psalms, which forms the main part of her work, is 

more important to those who are interested in studying the features of the commentary 

material of the Book of Psalms and the methods used in it. 

‘‘The Teaching of T∂rgum in the Ethiopian Church’’ by Frederic Heyer (1960) 

should not be forgotten, although covering a very small portion of the material available 

and must form the starting point of any scientific research on this topic. Heyer, has tried to 

discuss when, how and where the teaching of t∂rgum (which is referred to in this paper as 

and∂mta) takes place. The article is relevant for those who work on the teaching aspect of 

the corpus, with which I am not dealing.  
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To the aforementioned publications, we ought to add Miguel Angel Garcia’s recent 

publication on the subject. His book, entitled Ethiopian Biblical Commentaries on the 

Prophet Micah (1999), is presented in three sections. The first details his eight source 

manuscripts for the Ethiopian commentaries on the prophet and his reasons for dividing 

them into three groups. Since the commentary manuscripts also incorporate Biblical text to 

a greater or lesser degree, Garcia has in addition consulted four manuscripts and two 

printed editions of the book of Micah, all of which are described in the work. The second 

section of the book discusses literary forms and technical terminology.  The third, the bulk 

of the book, presents an edition of one manuscript from each of these three groups along 

with an English translation, i.e. the text-critical edition of Ethiopian exegetical 

commentaries on the prophet Micah. Though its relevance to my study is little, it definitely 

has a significant value to those who work on a comparative study of the rest of the 

commentaries in other traditions. 

The main indigenous accounts of the and∂mta commentary are those by Habtä 

Maryam Wärqnäh /Liqä S∂ltanat/ (ť∂ntawi yäityopya s∂r'atä t∂mh∂rt. 1971 E.C.); 

Enbaqom Qalä Wäld /Aläqa/ (Collection of Sources for the Study of Ethiopian Culture: 

Documents on Traditional Ethiopian Education, And Traditional Ethiopian Church 

Education, 1965 E.C.), Aklilä B∂rhan Wäldä Qirqos (märha l∂bbuna. 1943 E.C.), Kidanä 

Maryam Getahun /Abba/ (ť∂ntawi yäqolo tämari,1954 E.C.); and Mänk∂r Mäkonn∂n 

/Mämh∂r/ (mäśhetä liqaw∂nt, 1972 E.C.). These Church scholars, having had a first hand 

experience in the traditional schools of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, have tried to 

discuss the history and some of the features of the corpus. Moreover, they have focused on 

how the corpus is taught in the Church schools. In this thesis, however, no attention is 

given to the teaching aspect of the corpus. 
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F∂qrä-D∂ng∂l Bäyänä, too, has tried to discuss the contribution of the and∂mta 

commentary tradition to the development of Amharic. In his ‘‘yä’and∂mta t∂rguame 

lä’amar∂ñña ∂dgät’’ (1974), F∂qrä D∂ng∂l has suggested that Amharic will benefit if it 

takes some techniques of using words from the language of the and∂mta commentary 

material. 

It is impossible to deny that the above reviewed studies are insignificant to pursue 

further researches on the area. They are noteworthy as reference sources and pointing 

studies towards other titles which are not yet explored. However, as my study emphasizes 

on the features and methods of the Amharic and∂mta commentary material as an 

interpretative strategy, I do not directly benefit from them.  Actually, the suggestions and 

comments we find in the works will be taken into consideration. 
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Chapter three 

3. Features of the Commentary Material 

  And∂mta has its own features and methods to explain a 'religious' text. Its essential 

integrity is demonstrated by its unity of style and by the many cross-references it contains. 

This chapter discusses concepts and features; each under a sub-heading with sample 

analysis from the text selected and demonstrates how these concepts and features fit into 

the overall interpretative strategy. 

Thus, the chapter will have the following sub-sections: 

3.1. Introduction as a recurring formula; 

3.2. Standardized pattern; 

3.3. And∂m; 

3.4. Hatäta; 

3.5. Other features. 

3.1. Introduction as a recurring Formula 

 In the and∂mta commentary tradition, each biblical book is furnished with an 

introduction dealing with at least some of the following matters.78 

a. The writer’s name and its meaning; 

b. The significance of, and reason for his name; 

c. The matters about which he wrote, or the history he relates; 

d. Important doctrines which were revealed to him; 

e. The canonical authority and abiding usefulness of his writing. 

The Book of Genesis, as it is one of the books named as b∂ luyat (a term also 

applied to the whole Old Testament), has its own introductory section by which the 

commentator reveals some information about the book commented upon. The information 

includes them as matters of authorship, content, usefulness and canonicity. 
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3.1.1. Authorship 

 In the introductory material of the book commented upon, the name of the author 

is clearly cited as: 

g@¬M Ñs@N -Rè XNÄ!H xlWÝÝ ?G yM\‰§Ch# Xn@ n"Â ÂÝÝ Ñs@M 

XS‰x@LN -Rè x!TTêkt$¿ GRGR xTbl#¿ ngRM ÃlbT sW b!ñR 

xéNÂ /#R g#Ä†N YSàCh# BlÖ xéNNÂ /#RN êÂÂ MKTL xDR¯ 

ëm§cWÝÝ YHNNM bx‰T KFL xDR¯ Aæ¬LÝÝ SlMN b!l# bx‰t$ 

¥:zN Ml#: yçn g@¬ XNÄ!msgNbTÝÝ kx‰t$ Æ?RÃT ytf-rW sWM 

XNÄ!-qMbT XNÄ!ÃmsGNbT½ XNÄ!-bQbTMÝÝ  

...God called Moses, and said to him, ‘It is I who will make a law for you. Come’. 

Moses called Israel and said, ‘Do not quarrel, do not create disturbances, do not 

fight each other. If any man has enmity or an argument, let Aron and Hur hear the 

matter for you,’ and he appointed for them Aron and Hur as chief and deputy. He 

wrote this in four sections. If you ask why, it was by reason of his knowing that the 

Lord who is at the four corners of the earth would be praised with it, and that man 

who was created from the four elements would find profit in it, would often praise 

with it and would be guarded by it.  

 In the quoted text, we can easily see that Moses wrote the Book of Genesis having 

had all the information from God. 

In most of the commentaries of the books commented upon of the Church the 

names of the authors are mentioned with their different meanings.79 But the name of 

Moses is not clearly defined in the introductory material of the Book of Genesis. 

Nevertheless, instead of defining the name of the author, the commentator, as we very 

often see80, gives the alternative meanings of the noun (i.e. Orit) added to the title of the 

Book Zäf∂trät. This helps the commentator to tell his readers or hearers what the text is all 
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about. For example, though the author independently treated the matter of content at the 

end of the introductory material, the following explanation can vividly tell us the overall 

content of the book: 

å¶T ¥lT z@Â ¥lT nWÝÝ y_õSN y/úêE ms!HN yM{xT ngR 

TÂg‰lCÂÝÝ xNDM SM: ¥lT nWÝÝ S¥: XS‰x@L x/Ç WXt$ 

XGz!xB/@R xM§Kk B§ xML÷t$N TmsK‰lCÂÝÝ 

xNDM SM: ¥lT nWÝ S¥: X|‰x@L x/Ç WXt$ XGz!xB/@R 

xM§Kk T§lCÂÝÝ 

xNDM ?G ¥lT nWÝÝ ?G \R¬ ?g Yk#NKÑ T§lCÂÝÝ xNDM 

|R›T ¥lT nWÝÝ |R›T \R¬ |R›t Yk#NKÑ T§lCÂÝÝ 

xNDM ”L ¥lT nWÝÝ wwrd x@R QÇS XNÄ!l#ÝÝ 

xNDM BR¦N ztfnw ¥lT nWÝÝ x@R' ¥lT BR¦N ¥lT XNdçnÝÝ 

xNDM m{/@T ¥lT nWÝÝ m{/@T mStêT y›YN g#DF y_RSN 

XDF ;Yè XNÄ!ÃúYÝÝ å¶TM {DQNÂ `-!xTN ö_‰ lY¬ 

TÂg‰lCÂÝÝ   

Orit (Torah) means ‘Zena’ (news), for it narrates the story of the false Messiah, the 

Second Coming and the kingdom of Heaven. 

Moreover, ‘It means ‘testimony’, for it says ‘Testify, O Israel, the Lord thy God is 

one' 
81

 

In addition, ‘It means ‘law’, for having made a law, it says, ‘Let this be an 

ordinance to you.’ 

Alternatively, ‘it means ‘word’, just as they interpret, ‘A holy ‘er came down.’
82

 

Again, It means ‘ light that was sent’, just as Ermyas (Jermiah) means ‘light.’ 

And it says, ‘it means a ‘mirror’, as mirror shows dirt on the teeth and grime on the 

head; the Orit reveals sin and righteousness, apostasy and faith’. 
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3.1.2. Content 

By content, I mean the matters about which the commentator writes or the subjects 

treated in the texts to be commented-upon. The matter of content is clearly treated in the 

introductory section of the Book of Genesis. 

bå¶T z-" ngéC xl#bTÝÝ Xn¥N ÂcW b!l# ?G½ SM:½ TX²Z½ 

x÷t&t XGz!xB/@R½ ngr XGz!xB/@R½ tGœ{½ M:ÄN½ _bB |UêE½ 

_bB mNfúêE ÂcWÝÝ  

There are nine subjects treated in the Orit. If you ask what they are, they are law, 

testimony, order, praises of God, the words of God, advice, prayer and material 

wisdom and spiritual wisdom.  

This helps the commentator to 'brainstorm' his readers or hearers so that they will 

read in between the lines of the commentary.83 

3.1.3. Usefulness 

In the and∂mta commentary tradition, the usefulness of a given text is told in its 

introductory part. The commentator tells his audiences the significance of the commentary 

following his introductory material. As the overall purpose of the commentary is to let the 

audiences understand the commented-upon text, this way of telling the usefulness of the 

commentary material in advance is expected by the scholars of the corpus. In the 

introductory material of the Book of Genesis, the commentator clearly tells his audiences 

what they benefit from reading his commentary. 

YHM t{æ s!nbB s!trgÖM knb!ÃT XSk /êRÃT dRú*LÝÝ /êRÃTM 

lql@MNõS s¥NÃ xND m{/F ö_rW s!s-#T kBl#ÃT SMNT 

b/WRt å¶T BlW ö_rW s_tW¬LÝÝ SMNt$ b/WRt å¶T ¥N 

¥N ÂcW b!l# å¶T zLdT½ å¶T z[xT½ å¶T zl@êWÃN½ å¶T 

z~Lq$½ å¶T zÄGM½ å¶T zx!Ãs#½ å¶T zmúFNT½ å¶T z„T 
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ÂcWÝÝ YHM lkNt$ xLtÚfMÝÝ X¾ LNmkRbT LNg\{bT nW XN©!ÝÝ 

wk#l# zt{?f ltGœ[ z!xn t{?f km bT:G|Tn wbtwKlÖt 

mÚ?FT NRkB tSÍn XNÄ!LÝÝ 

This was written and was handed down from the Prophets to the apostles being 

read and interpreted, it. The apostles gave it to Clement84, calling it the eight 

divisions of the Orit. If you ask what they are, they are Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, 

Numbers and Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges and Ruth. These were not written for 

nothing but in order to be counsel, advice and instruction for us, as it says, ‘For 

whatsoever things were written aforetime were written for our learning, that 

through patience and through comfort of the scriptures we might have hope.’
85

 

 3.1.4. Canoncity 

 By canonicity, I mean the important doctrines that were revealed to the writer. In 

the and∂mta commentary tradition, the scholars tell us what the canons the writer of the 

commentary got from God are in order to write his book. For example, in the introductory 

section of the Book of Genesis, we are told that God told Moses all that he wrote in his 

book. 

[Ñs@] x!Ãs#N xSkTlÖ wd dBr s!Â wÈÝÝ x!Ãs#N kXGr dBR Tè 

Xs# kRXs dBR w_aLÝÝ sÆT yBR¦N mUr© tURì nbRÝÝ SDSt$N 

gBè ksÆt¾W s!dRS ömÝÝ SDSt$N qN bSDSt$ :l¬T ytf-„ ¦Ã 

h#lt$N |n F_rT bLb#ÂW s!|LbT sNBaLÝÝ \§ú x‰t$N qN 

xMST mè sÆWN TX²²T wnbï wnbï ÃlWN ”L s!nGrW sNBaLÝÝ  

[Moses], taking Joshua, went to the foot of the mountain Sinai. Leaving Joshua at 

the bottom of the mountain, he went to the top of the mountain, and was shielded 

by seven curtains of light. Having passed through the six curtains he stopped at the 

seventh. For six days, God taught him the twenty-two wonders of creation created 
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in the six days.86 For thirty-four days, God spoke to him about the five hundred 

and seventy instructions beginning, ‘He spoke to him’, repeatedly saying to him, 

‘He spoke to him’.
87

  

 From what has been discussed above, it is possible to conclude that the 

commentary of the Book of Genesis is well introduced before it is started. The 

information included in the introduction of the commented-upon text gives background 

knowledge to the audiences of the commentary. 

3.2. Standardized Pattern 

''The presentation of text and comment in the and∂mta commentary tradition follows 

a standard pattern.''88 This pattern is more or less common to all Amharic and∂mta 

commentaries. The general purpose of this pattern is to enable the commentator to use a 

set of formulae so that he can reach his final goal of clarifying the meaning of the 

commented-upon text. 

A sentence of the Ge'ez text is followed by its Amharic 'translation' (zäybe).  This is 

followed by the commentary proper (t∂rgwame). The commentator illustrates his 

t∂rgwame by using different stories, quotations, explanations, etc. This pattern can be 

shown in the following diagram.  
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  By following this pattern, the commentator gives the commentary proper of a 

given text. This can be shown in the following examples:  

    

 

 

Ge'ez text 

(zär or n∂bab) Amharic 
translation 

of it (zäy∂be) 

Commentary 
proper 
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and∂m 

hatäta 
tiqs 

tarik 

bilu 

Amharic 
translation 

of it (zäy∂be) 

 
Ge'ez text 

(zär or n∂bab) 

tiqs 
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sm× XGz!xB/@R lBR¦N m;Lt 

                    (zF. 1÷5)                             

And God named the light ‘day-time'
89 

(Gen. 1v.5) 

  This verse is the Ge'ez text to be commented-upon. The Ge’ez text is in general 

regarded as the scholars’ text (yäliqaw∂nt zär), and according to the traditional Ethiopian 

view, this text is correct and texts found to be differing from it are wrong.  

  Having put down the Ge’ez text, the scholar then translates it into Amharic. 

XGz!xB/@R BR¦NN m;LT xlWÝÝ 

     (Zn! k¥h#) 

God named the light ‘day-time’ 

(Ibid) 

And then the commentary proper follows: 

|‰H ¥lT nWÝÝ sW s!{RbT s!GRbT y¸WL Slçn w÷n l@l!t 

w[B/ =l¥ h#ñ xDé nUÝÝ w÷n m›LtÝÝ BR¦NM çnÝÝ Ã g!z@ n#é 

xYdlMÝÝb²ÊW Sl¬wq  xNDM nb!Y Ñs@ Æwq tÂGé¬LÝÝ w÷n 

1D :lT çnÝÝ :lT B£L zÃSt²W¯Ñ lm›LT wll@l!T XNÄ!LÝÝ 

(Zn! k¥h#)  

it means 'work', because human kind spends the day toiling and labouring. And there 

was night, and it became dawn, it became dawn, the night having passed in darkness. 

And there was day - time - and there was light; ('day') was not previously established - 

(rather, it is so called) because it is known by what happens today. And∂m Moses the 

prophet spoke it according to that with which he was familiar. And there was 1 day. 

Night - time and day - time was 1 day, as it says, 'A ''day'' means that which comprises 

day - time and night - time. 

(ibid) 
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 As we could see from the above example, the Amharic translation of the Ge’ez text 

attempts to bring out, in fully idiomatic Amharic, the essential meaning of the Ge’ez. 

Mostly the commentator presents more than one alternative which are either 

corresponding to different ways of understanding the Ge’ez text, or to different Amharic 

expressions of the same thought.  

The procedure of translation we saw in the foregoing quotation is the one which 

commentators use very often. We can call it as word-for-word translation.  

When we come across the commentary material of any text, we can also see another 

way of translating the Ge’ez text into Amharic. The commentators translate the Ge’ez text 

in ways different from the way it appeared in the original language. We can call this way 

of translation adaptational translation. The following can be an example: 

 wgBé XGz!xB/@R l:Ùl Xm ?ÃW bxMúl XGz!xB/@R 

g@¬ xÄMN b‰s# xMúL f-rWÝÝ xB b!l# bwLD bmNfS QÇS 

xMúL xÄMN f-rWÝÝ xNDM wLD b!l# bxB bmNfS QÇS xMúL 

f-rWÝÝ xNDM mNfS QÇS b!l# bxB bwLD xMúL f-rWÝÝ 

(zF. 1 ÷ 27) 

And God made man in the appearance of God: 

The Lord created Adam in His own likeness. If it is said [that it was] the Father 

[who created him, then] He created Adam in the appearance of the Son and of the 

Holy Spirit. 

And∂m. If it is said [that it was] the Son [who created him, then] He created him in 

the appearance of the Father and of the Holy Spirit. 

And∂m. If it is said [that it was] the Holy Spirit [who created him, then] he created 

him in the appearance of the Father and of the Son.  

(Gen. 1v. 27) 
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  In this kind of translation, the commentators also take the concept of the Ge’ez text 

and reproduce it in their own words.  

wYb@ XGz!xB/@R l¬W{X MDR zmd XNSúÝÝ 

/ÑS ¥¬ l›RB x_b!Ã yXNSú wgN y¸çN F_rT h#l# Yf-„ xlÝÝ 

wzYT/wS 

bLÆcW y¸úb# bXG‰cW y¸>krk„ F_r¬TN h#l# ¬Sg" xlÝÝ 

    (zF. 1÷24) 

  And God said, 'Let the earth bring forth species of animals' 

Thursday night, towards the dawn of Friday, He said, 'Let every created thing 

which is of the tame animal type be created'. 

And that which moves. 

He said, 'Let the earth produce all created things which crawl move on their belly 

and run on their feet'. 

 (Gen. 1v. 24) 

 The And∂mta commentary scholars do this when they feel that the Ge'ez text is 

vague to the audiences. 

  When translating a Ge’ez text into Amharic, if the commentator feels that he is not 

able to translate the text clearly, or if he feels that his audiences may feel doubt about his 

translation, he repeats the translation in different ways. We can see this in the following 

example:  

 wYb@ XGz!xB/@R lYk#n# BR¦ÂT WSt -fr s¥Y 

-fRÂ s¥Y xND wgN ¥Ks® ¥¬ lrb#: x_b!Ã g@¬ bs¥Y ]/Y 

=r” kêKBT Yf-„ xlÝÝ xNDM s¥Y b¸ÆL -fR ]/Y =r” 

kêKBT Yf-„ xlÝÝ ]/Y =r”Â kêKBT Yf-„ÝÝ 

       (zF. 1÷14) 
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And God said, ‘let there be lights
90

 in the täfär of sämay,’ 

(grouping täfär and sämay together) on Tuesday evening, toward the dawn of 

Wednsday, the Lord said, ‘Let sun, moon, and stars be created in sämay.’ 

And∂m. He said, ‘ In the täfär which is called sämay, let the sun, moon, and stars 

be created.’ 

(Gen. 1v.14) 

 Commentators sometimes omit the Amharic translation (Zäybe) when commenting 

upon a given text. They sometimes go to his commentary proper:  

wxXrf XGz!xB/@R búB:T :lT XMk#l# GB„ 

xrf ¥lt$M bg@¬ DµM n#ébT xYdlMÝÝ m|‰TN tw s!L nWÝÝ  

wÆrµ XGz!xB/@R l:lT úB:T wqdú 

Y\‰ zND kjmrW |‰ h#l# xRæb¬LÂÝÝ /t¬ÝÝ mÂF”N F_rT 

nbrW :lT xlqbT XN©! XNÄYl# xND qN xtrfÝÝ :lTS nbrW 

F_rT xlqbT XN©! XNÄYl# XMk#l# GB„ xlÝÝ 

(zF.2÷3)  

And on the seventh day God rested from all his work 

Its saying 'He rested' does not mean that the Lord experienced tiredness, it means 

'he ceased creating'. 

And God blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it, 

He rested from all the works, which he had begun. Hatäta. He left an extra day, 

lest heretics should say, 'He had more things to create created things, but the days 

were exhausted too soon for him', he said 'from all his work', lest they say, 'He had 

more days, but things to create were exhausted too soon for him'.  

(Gen. 2v. 3)  
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3.3.  The And∂m 

 ''In the and∂mta commentary tradition the commentator introduces his 

commentary (t∂rguame) by the term and∂m when he has alternative interpretations for a 

given Geez text.91 The term and∂m, therefore, is a key technical term that is indispensable 

to the strategy. The term is equivalent to saying 'in addition to this meaning there is 

another one'. The more alternative interpretations the commentator gives, the better his 

readers or hearers understand the mystery behind the text.92 ''After the text has been 

translated once, a chain of as many as 15 successive comments93 is given being introduced 

by and∂m ('and more over')''94. 

 We can see this by taking a text from the book of Genesis. 

yƒSTnT |§s@N bMN XNmS§cêlN b!l# |§s@ lÆWÃN nÆBÃN 

?ÃêN ÂcWÝÝ X¾M bnFS lÆWÃN nÆBÃN ?ÃêN nNÂ xNDM lsW 

LB ”L XSTNÍS XNÄlW |§s@M bLB b”L bXSTNÍS Yms§l#Â 

xNDM lsW Fo#M mLK XNÄlW l|§s@M mLK x§cWÂ nxMN km 

ï lXGz!xB/@R mLKxT AÄ#”T ›YN wXZN x:ÄW wx:UR wï Xl 

tRÍ XMn@çN xÆ§T XNÄ!LÝÝ xNDM bxRxÃn wbxMúl!n km YkÖNN 

Y§LÝÝ |§s@ bÆ?RY y¸gz#TN X¾ boU XNg²lNÂÝÝ xNDM bxRxÃn 

km YkÖNN Y§LÝÝ km YkÖNN ›œt Æ?R wx‰êEt MDR wx:êf 

s¥YÝÝ 

(zF.1÷26) 

If it is asked, ‘To what shall we liken [the members of] the Trinity?’, [the 

members] of the Trinity are understanding, speaking, and living. And∂m. Because 

just as a person has a heart, a voice, and breath. And∂m. Because just as a person 

has a complete form, so also [the members of] the Trinity have a form, as it says, 

‘we believe that God has real bodily parts eye and ear, hands and feet, and He 
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has organs which are in addition to these’. And∂m. As it says ’...in our 

appearance and in our likeness, in order that he governs or rules – because we 

govern by grace the ones that [the members of] the Trinity govern by nature. 

And∂m. As it says ‘...as He governs in our appearance.’.95 ... as He governs the 

fish of the sea, and the wild animals of the earth, and the birds of heaven. 

 (Gen. 1v. 26) 

In the aforequoted text, the commentator explains what resemblance man has with 

the Holy Trinity and to be called by them ‘Let us make man in our appearance and in our 

likeness’, which we find in the Ge'ez text. As we can see, to lead his readers into the heart 

of the text, the commentator presents about four alternative interpretations for the Ge'ez 

text. 

3.4. Illustration  

 The chief objective of the commentators in using and∂mta as an interpretative 

strategy is to get to the heart of the text they analyse. Time and again the commentators 

state that their aim is to discover the mystery hidden in the depths of the texts. Thus, they 

illustrate the commented upon text in different ways. 

 3.4.1. Illustration by means of story/history (Tarik) 

Predominantly, the commentators use the tarik (the illustrative story) taken from 

Biblical and non-Biblical96 sources. These sources actually do not appear in the and∂mta 

commentary in the form of literal quotations from the canonical text, but rather in the 

form of periphrastic rendering. 

 When the commentator wants to present a story to illustrate the text he is 

commenting upon, he introduces his commentary on a given text by the term tarik.97 
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 The following story, for example, is introduced by the term tarik to illustrate why 

God said ‘‘lYk#N BR¦N’’ meaning ‘‘Let there be light.’’ The story tells about the fall of 

Satan.98  

 wRX× XGz!xB/@R lBR¦N km \ÂY  

XGz!xB/@R BR¦NN yb” F_rT XNdçn ;Wö f-rÝÝ km \ÂY 

ÆlW km õB Y§LÝÝ km \ÂY ¥lT nWÝÝ õb!T ¥lT \ÂY ¥lT 

XNdçn wfl- XGz!xB/@R ¥:kl BR¦N wALmTÝÝ XGz!xB/@R 

b=l¥Â bBR¦N mµkL DNbR lyÝÝ ¬¶KÝÝ lYk#N BR¦N ÃlbT 

MKNÃT MNDN nW b!l# g@¬ m§XKTN ?ÃêN lÆWÃN nÆBÃN 

xDR¯ f_…cW nbRÂ MNT N?n XMxYt& mÚXn wmn# f-rn 

w¸m bbRXSnn# tf-Rn tÆÆl#ÝÝ Ä!ÃBlÖSN kh#l# b§Y xDR¯ 

f_éT nbRÂ kwd§Y Xn@ f-Rk# y¸L DMI xÈÝÝ kwd¬C XNÄ!H 

s!l# s¥ÝÝ Xn@ f-Rk# LbL BlÖ xsbÝÝ xSïM xLqr xn fÈ¶çÑ 

lF-#‰N xlÝÝ ÃN g!z@ ys# wgñC kƒST tkFlêLÝÝ yt-‰-„ xl#ÝÝ 

xãN f-RkN Ãl# xl#ÝÝ MN xNt Tf_rN X¾ f-RNH XN©! Ãl#M 

xl#ÝÝ yt-‰-„T bxyR qRtêLÝÝ xãN f-RkN Ãl#T wdz!H ›lM 

wRdêLÝÝ MN xNt Tf_rN X¾ f-RNH XNJ Ãl#T xBrW 

wRdêLÝÝ ÃN g!z@ bm§XKT >BR oÂÆcWÝÝ wxANâÑ mLxk s§M 

b”l# XNÄ!L QÄ#S gBRx@L Nq$M bbH§ê&n xSk NrKï lxM§Kn BlÖ 

xANacêLÝÝ ²Ê DL ytnœN bõR bgÖ xRb¾ ÆlH AÂ BlÖ 

XNÄ!ÃoÂW lB|‰T Ãb”W YH nWÝÝ  wbXNtZ dlã Yo#R z@Â¦ 

l¥RÃM XNÄ!LÝÝ kz!H b“§ =RsW úYKÄ# §YKÄ# lYk#N BlÖ 

BR¦n#N f-r§cWÝÝ YH :WqT h#•cW QÄ#S QÄ#S QÄ#S  BlW 

xmSGnêLÝÝ  

(zF.1÷4) 

And God saw the light was beautiful, 
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God created the light, knowing that it was a worthy creation. (A.T.V.) reads 'that it 

was tob' for 'that it was beautiful'; it means that it was beautiful', just as 'Tobit' means 

'beautiful'.  

And God separated the light and the darkness. 

God made a boundary between darkness and light. 

Tarik.99 If it is asked why he said, ‘‘Let there be light’’, [it is because] the Angels said 

to each other – for the Lord had created them living, understanding, and speaking – 

‘‘What are we? From where did we come? And who created us? And were we created 

each by ourselves?’’ Because God had created the devil in the highest place of all, he 

[the devil] lacked a voice from above saying, ‘‘I created’’, and he heard them [the 

angels] below talking like this. He thought he would say, ‘‘I created’’, and did not fail 

to act on his thought. He said, ‘‘I am the creator of the created beings’’. At that time 

his tribes were divided into three. Some doubted; some said, ‘‘Yes you created us’’; 

some said; ‘‘what do you mean you created us–rather we created you.’’ The doubters 

remained in the air; the ones who said, ‘‘yes, you created us’’, descended to this 

world; the ones who said, ‘‘what do you mean by you created us–rather we created 

you’’ descended together with him [the devil]. Then the Angels were very troubled, 

and as it says, ‘‘An angel of peace quietened them with his word,’’ St. Gabriel 

reassured them, saying, ‘‘Let us stand firm in our respective states until we find our 

God’, just as today a good warrior reassures a defeated army, saying, ‘‘stand firm 

where you are.’’ It was this that he made him worthy for the good news bearer, as it 

says, ‘‘And because of this it befitted him to bear news to Mary.’’ After this, before 

they [the Angels] completely apostatised, He [God] created light for them, saying 

‘‘Let there be’’. This became knowledge for them, and they praised Him saying, 

‘‘Holy, holy, holy.’’ 

(Gen. 1v. 4) 
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3.4.2. Illustration with t∂qs (quotation) 

In the and∂mta commentary tradition, the commentators incorporate different 

quotations from Biblical and non-Biblical sources. This way of using quotations from 

different sources enables the commentators to enrich their commentary. The commentator 

quotes not only from other sources but also from the text he is commenting upon.100 

The commentator introduces his illustration by the abbreviation ‘‘tiq,’’  (for tiqs), 

meaning quotation. The following can be a good example: 

w/Yã Â÷RÝÝ Â÷RM bDNGLÂ mè z-" zmN n#é ¬‰N wldÝÝ ¬‰ 

¥lT âF In#S ¥lT nWÝÝ _QÝÝ XSm bmê:l!h# ÃStÉ@NSãÑ Ì›T 

wx:êF XNÄ!LÝÝ  

(zF.11÷24) 

And Nakor lived. 

Nakor lived one hundred nine-years in chastity and begat Thara. Thara means a 

conceived bird. Tiq. As it says in his lifetime, he let birds conceive. 

(Gen. 11 v. 24) 

3.5. Explanation (Hatäta) 

 In the and∂mta commentary tradition, the commentator gives further explanation 

for a given text by inserting different kinds of strategic words which are used to 

supplement, support or corroborate what has been interpreted in the and∂m mode. Hatäta 

is one of these terms. The commentator uses this term or word before he starts the 

commentary proper of the commented-upon text. The term serves as a note on an 

unfamiliar custom, like the length of a king's reign, or when the meaning of a word is 

unfamiliar, etc.  For example, in the following text we see the commentator explaining the 

text by using the term hatäta: 
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wÆr÷Ñ XGz!xB/@R wYb@ BZ~¤ wtÆZ~¤ wML:ê lMDR WSt 

MDRÝÝ x:êFNM bz!H ›lM Ybz# zND xz²cWÝÝ /t¬ÝÝ bz!H qN 

ƒST F_rT f_…LÝÝ bLÆcW y¸úb# bXG‰cW y¸>krk„ bKNÍcW 

y¸b„TN XNd öQ XNd JG‰ Ãl#TNÝÝ Xnz!HN ymsl h#l# xND wgN¿ 

bKNÍcW y¸b„TN XNd âF XNd NSR Ãl#TN Xnz!HN ymsl# h#l# 

xND wgN mgß¬cW MNM bÆ?R b!çN tf_…cW kx‰t$ Æ?RÃT 

nWÝÝ knz!HM kÆ?R tg"tW bz!ÃW oNtW yq„ xl#ÝÝ xND g!z@ wd 

yBS xND g!z@ wd Æ?R y¸l# xl#ÝÝ brW brW yÿÄ# xl#ÝÝ Y,WM 

Múl@ nWÝÝ Æ?R y_MqT bÆ?„ [NtW yq„T bKRSTÂcW [NtW 

y¸ñ„ sãC Múl@ nWÝÝ brW brW yÿÇT wdK?dT y/@Ç sãC 

Múl@ nWÝÝ 1D g!z@ wdÆ?R 1D  g!z@ wdyBS y¸m§ls# KRStEÃN 

kmçN XS§M wdmçN XS§M kmçN KRStEÃN wdmçN y¸m§ls# 

sãC xMúL nWÝÝ  

(zF. 1÷22) 

And God blessed them, and said, ‘Be many and multiply in the earth’,  

And he ordered the birds, that they be many in this world. 

Hatäta. On this day, he created things–ones which crawl on their belly, ones which 

run on their legs, and ones which fly with their wings. The ones like partridges and 

guinea fowl, and everything that resembles these is one group. The ones that fly 

with their wings, like small birds and hawks, and everything that resembles these is 

one group. Even though they are produced from the sea, their created nature is 

from the four elements. From among these, there are some which, having been 

produced from the sea, have remained there. there are some which go at one time 

to dry land, and at another to the sea. There are many which fly away. This is a 

simile. The sea is a likeness of baptism. the ones which remain living in the sea are 

a likeness of baptism. The ones which fly away are a likeness of the people who 
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have gone off to apostasy. The ones which go to and from, at one time to the sea, 

and at another of the people who go to and from being a Christian to being a 

Muslim to being a Christian.  

(Gen. 1 v. 22)  

 As we can see from the quoted text, we can understand that the commentator's 

intention to present the hatäta in advance (after the zäybe) is to illustrate the text with the 

exemplification, which he brought at the end. 

To give more explanations on a certain Ge'ez text using this strategic term, the 

commentator sometimes tries to clarify the text by giving an explanation (hatäta) in 

advance. This enables him to explain to his readers the mystery behind the text. The 

following example illustrates what I mean: 

wRXy XGz!xB/@R km \ÂYÝÝ ybq$ dUG F_r¬T XNdçn# ;Wö f-

rÝÝ /t¬ÝÝ =r” bx‰t¾W k@KéS tf_‰ S¬b‰ öY¬ gB¬lCÝÝ 

i/Y bM:‰B mS÷T tf_é wÄ!ÃW ¬Yè gBaLÝÝ i/Yn! xXmr 

M:‰b!h# XNÄ!LÝÝ xNDM i/Y b4¾ k@KéS tf_é s!Ãb‰ xM>è 

gBaLÝÝ =r” bMl# BR¦N tf_‰ S¬b‰ xD‰ gB¬lCÝÝ wgbRk 

wR^ b:D»h# XNÄ!LÝÝ xNDM =r” bML;T tf_‰ S¬b‰ xD‰ 

gB¬lCÝÝ i/Y bnG? tf_é s!Ãb‰ xDé =r” bgÆCbT ç~T 

gBaLÝÝ wgbRk wR~ b:D»h# i/Yn! xXmr M:‰b!h# XNÄ!LÝÝ 

tf_éxcWNM kz!H YÂg„¬LÝÝ yi/Y tf_é knÍS kXúT nWÝÝ 

y=r” tf_é kW^ knÍS nWÝÝ Y,M Y¬wQ zND i/Y Tä”lCÝÝ 

TdM”lCÝÝ =r” TdM”lC xTäQMÝÝ xNDM yh#l#M tf_éxcW 

knÍS kXúT nWÝÝ i/YN ÑqE DmqE b!§T Tä”lC TdM”lCÝÝ 

=r”N DmqE xTÑqE b!§T TdM”lC xTäQMÝÝ ynz!H KFl 

BR¦ÂcW XNdMN nW b!l# lYk#N BR¦N µlW XRs# Æwq sÆT KFl 

BR¦N xM_è ƒSTN li/Y  h#lTN l=r”  xNDN lkêKBT  xNDN 
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ldmÂ s_è¬LÝÝ wm|LS¬ li/Y ÃWX×Ñ lxDÆR XNÄ!LÝÝ 

xNDM bÿñK wTn|X MSB›!t XM zwR~ Y§L BlÖ h#l#NM li/Y 

s_è¬LÝÝ  

(zF.1÷12) 

And God saw that it was good. 

He created, knowing that they were worthy, important, created things. Hatäta.  The 

moon, having been created in the fourth Kekros,101 remained shining and set; the 

sun, having been created in the window of the west, appeared and immediately set, 

as it says, also the sun knew its entrance. And∂m. The sun having been created in 

the fourth Kekros, remained shining until evening, and set: the moon, having been 

created with full light, spent the night shining and set, as it says, 'And you made the 

moon in its maturity'. And∂m. The moon, having been created in fullness, spent the 

night shining and set; the sun, having been created at dawn, spent the night 

shining, and set in the portal in which the moon had set, as it says, 'And you made 

the moon in its maturity, and the sun also knew its entrance'.102 [Teachers] speak 

here of their creation. The creation of the sun is from wind and fire; the creation of 

the moon is from water and wind. To make this known, the sun is hot and bright; 

the moon is bright and is not hot. And∂m. The creation of both [sun and moon] is 

from wind and fire. As He [God] said to the sun, 'Be hot be bright', it is hot and 

bright; as He said to the moon, 'bright,' do not be hot', it is bright and not hot. If it 

is asked what their apportionment of light is, after He said, 'Let there be light', He 

brought seven portions of light, by what [only] He knows, and gave three to the 

sun, two to the moon one to the stars, and one to the clouds, as it says,' And the 

third part of the sun will burn up the hills.'
103 And∂m If it is asked that in Enoch it 
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says, 'And it receives seven–fold more than that of the moon'
104, [then] he gave it 

all to the sun. 

(Gen. 1v.12) 

3.6. Cross-reference 

 The commentator sometimes refers to different kinds of sources. The text referred 

to might be the same book that is being commented upon, or any other book. 

3.6.1. Yaläw∂n wädäfit yamäťťal 

 In the and∂mta commentary tradition  this term is used to indicate a text or texts 

which is/are taken from the text about which the commentary is done. This helps audience 

of the commentary not to be confused by raising questions which are going to be 

answered later on. After presenting what is promised, the commentator concludes his 

narration by ... yaläw∂n amäta. For example, in the following text, the commentator 

presents the narration he promised and concludes with yaläw∂n amäťťa. 

w÷n bx/tE :lT ïx ×s@F WSt b@TÝÝ  

÷n ÃlWN wdðT ÃmÈLÝÝ k:l¬T bxND :lT ×s@F tKL lm¯BßT 

wdtKL ï¬ gBè úl xNDM Bl#†N k/Ä!s# /Ä!s#N kBl#† l¥ÂfS 

wdb@t m²GBt$ÝÝ ÃN g!z@ xND sW SNµ*N xLnbrMÝÝ sW xlmñ„N 

;Y¬ ú¬FR úTf‰ xNT Æ¶Ã ²ÊS xlqQh#M B§ t‰MÄ LBs#N 

ÃzCWÝÝ ÷n ÃlWN xmÈÝÝ 

(zF. 39 ÷11) 

Once upon a time it happened that Yosef entered a house.  

It will bring what he said to have happened later on. Once upon a time while Yosef 

enetered the garden to visit the plants, and∂m to aerate the old with the new he 

entered the archive. By then there was no one. While she saw that there was 
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nobody around, she, with no fear and shying caught his clothes by saying 'you 

negro. Then he brought what it said it happened. 

(Gen. 39 v. 11) 

3.6.2. Sil / Sil näw 

 The commentator uses sil näw, meaning, "…the text ought to read…," when he 

wants to refer to what somebody said about a certain concept. Usually when he uses this 

phrase, the commentator asks his readers "if you ask why this is so, the answer is…" The 

following example illustrates what I mean: 

SlMN xÄMN bnG? yq„TN b\RK f-r b!l# y\RK tk¬Y =l¥ 

nWÝÝ Xnz!ÃN x§êöC ÂcW s!LÝÝ ynG? tk¬† BR¦N nWÝÝ XRs#NM 

x§êqE nW s!L nWÝÝ Y,S Yh#N Xnz!ÃN bðT f_é XRs#N b“§ mF-

„ SlMnW b!l# bsW L¥D ²Ê Æl[U bðT MGb#N xzUJè “§ sWN 

XNÄ!-‰ g@¬M bðT MGb#N f_é b“§ XRs#N f-r ÃWS b!çN 

xQNè XNÄ!ÿD Xns#N x¯NBsW XNÄ!ÿÇ xDR¯ SlMN f-‰cW b!l#ÝÝ 

yg™Â ytg™ MLKT nWÝÝ xNDM Xnz!Ã tSÍ TNœx@ y§cWMÝÝ ls# 

GN tSÍ TNœx@ xlW s!LÝÝ 

(zF.1÷27) 

If it is asked why he created Adam at dawn, but the others at dusk, dusk is 

followed by darkness, and by this, he said of those [other created things], 'they are 

ignorant'; dawn is followed by daylight, and by this he said of him [Adam], 'He is 

not knowledgeable'. If it is asked why, while this is so, he created those first and 

him [and] afterwards, it is according to human custom; just as today a rich man, 

having first prepared the food, subsequently invites people [to eat], so the Lord 

having first created the food, subsequently created him [Adam]. If it is asked why, 

even if that is so, he created him [Adam] so that he walked upright, but those so 
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that they walked stooping, it is the mark of the governor and the governed. 

And∂m. [By it] those have no hope of resurrection, but he [Adam] has the hope of 

resurrection. 

(Gen. 1 v. 27) 

This term also introduces a correction of the structure of a given Ge'ez text. When 

the commentator feels that a certain Ge'ez text is wrong, he gives the correction of that 

very text saying  'Sil näw' after he translates the Ge'ez text into Amharic. We can see this 

in the following example: 

wtf[m s¥Y wMDR wk#l# ›läÑ 

F_rt s¥Y wMDR wF_rt k#l# ›läÑ s!L nWÝÝ ys¥YÂ yMDR 

y\‰êE¬cWM tf_é h#l# tf[mÝÝ 

(zF. 2÷1) 

And heaven was completed and earth, and their entire world, in place of  'the 

creation of heaven and of earth, and the creation of all their world' it reads all the 

creation of heaven and of earth and of their companies was completed. 

(Gen. 2 v. 1) 

 The commentator makes not only a correction of the structure of a given Ge'ez text 

but also grammatical error. For example in the following text, the commentator corrects 

the grammatical error.  

y=l¥N tf_é w{LmT mL:Lt q§Y BlÖ ynÍS tf_é wmNfs 

XGz!xB/@R Y[@LL mL:Lt ¥Y BlÖ ym§XKTN tf_é wxzøÑ 

lk!„b@L ws#‰ØL BlÖ ym§XKTN tf_é wxzøÑ lk!„b@L 

wls#‰ØL BlÖ ÃmÈêLÝÝ MDRs! hlwT :‰” ½ MDRn! s!L nWÝÝ 

(zF. 1÷2) 
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He will now introduce the creation of darkness, saying 'and darkness was over the 

deep,' the creation of wind, saying ' the wind of God hovered over the water,' and 

the creation of Angels, saying 'and He commanded the Cherubim and the 

Seraphim.' And the earth was bare. Reading and the earth. 

(Gen. 1v.2) 

 In the quoted text, we see the commentator corrects the error made by the previous 

writer by the letter 's!' into 'n!' i.e. the word «MDRs!´ into «MDRn!´. 

3.6.3.  …∂ndil(u) or … ∂ndalä 

 Commentators quote a certain text from a certain book and try to convince their 

audiences that what is being said is accepted by many scholars. This intention of theirs is 

introduced by …∂ndil(u) or … ∂ndalä.  

This can be seen in the following example: 

wYb@ XGz!xB/@R NGbR sBx bxRxÃn wbxMúl!nÝÝ g@¬ ›RB bnG? 

b¾ xMúL b¾ xRxÃ sWN XNF-R xlÝÝ /t¬ÝÝ NGbR ¥lT 

yxNDnT bxRxÃn ¥lT yƒSTnTÝÝ xNDM NGbR ÃlW ÃNDnT 

yƒSTnT YçÂLÝÝ NGbR BlÖ ¥B²t$ yƒSTnT XNd xND ”L h#ñ 

NGbR ¥lT ÃNDnT Xyñ‰cW ”L LB XSTNÍS b!ñ‰cW Xn@ 

§DRG xNt x¬DRG Xs# ÃDRG Æl# nbRÂÝÝ x!Yb@ XGbR xn wxNt 

GbR wYGbR Zk# x§ Yb@ XGz!xB/@R NGbR XNÄ!LÝÝ 

(zF. 1÷26) 

And God said, 'Let us make man in our appearance and in our image. 

On Friday, at dawn, the Lord said, 'Let us create man in our image and in our 

appearance. 

Hatata. His saying 'let us make' may show [both] unity and trinity – His saying 'let 

us make' in the plural shows the trinity, [and] his saying 'let us make' while being 
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as one voice shows the unity, because if each of them individually had a voice, a 

heart, and breath, they would have said, ''Let me make [it]'', or ''you make [it]", but 

God said "Let us make."  

(Gen. 1 v. 26) 

3.6.5. ∂ndih alä 

 The commentator does not only refer to what somebody said. He also sometimes 

tries to convince his audiences why the previous author said the very word, phrase or 

sentence. This is done by the phrase ∂ndih alä. 

wf[m XGz!xB/@R GBé zgBrÝÝ 

XGz!xB/@R yjmrWn F_rT h#l# f_é f[mÝÝ s¥YN knGs# MDRN 

knLBs# f_é f[mÝÝ /t¬ÝÝ XSkxh#N Æ:D F_rT s!f_R sNBè 

nbRÝÝ XNGÄ!H wÄ!H GN GBR XMGBR b!‰Æ XN©! l@§ Æ:D F_rT 

xYf-RMÂ XNÄ!H xlÝÝ 

(zF. 2÷2) 

And God finished his work, 

God completed [it], having created all the created things which he had begun, 

meaning "He completed [it], having created heaven with its belongings and earth 

with its garments". Hatäta He [Moses] spoke thus because until now He [God] had 

spent the time creating alien created things, but from now on it will multiply further 

by natural increase, and no other alien created things will be created, he said.  

(Gen.2 v. 2) 

 Therefore, the objective of all these ways of justification and referring to the 

previous authors is to tell the audiences that different authors are united concerning the 

comment given, and to explain the text as exhaustive as possible. 
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3.7. Alternative Interpretations 

Dealing with ambiguity is one of the fundamentals of interpretation and textual 

criticism. Thus, in the and∂mta commentary tradition, the commentators sometimes offer 

alternative interpretations for a certain word or phrase to explain the ambiguity. For 

example, the Ge’ez word wärh may mean ‘moon’ or ‘month’, and these are distinguished 

in Amharic for which the Amharic words are wR~ or wR.105 

These alternative interpretations are also offered when the commentators get words 

that are homophones in current Ge’ez pronunciation, e.g. säb’a ‘seventy’ and säb’∂ a 

‘people of’.106 

Commentators give alternative interpretations depending on the geminating of a 

consonant; e.g. in Qid. 187a variant reading ‘aryannä’ noted in the and∂mta commentary 

is annotated sitäbiq (geminated) to distinguish it from ‘aryanä.’
107 

3.8. Association of Meanings 

 In the and∂mta commentary tradition, commentators usually associate the meaning 

of a certain word with a given phenomenon or individual to make the mystery more 

concrete to the audiences. For example in Is. 1 v. 11, ‘rams’ is referred to in the sacrifices 

offered by Moses and Aaron, ‘bulls’ to those of David and Solomon, and ‘sheep’ to 

Josiah’s. In En. 24, the ‘seven mountains’ are respectively associated with ‘the garden’, 

with Adam and Eve, the ‘Holy Hill’, with the children of Seth, Noah’s ark, with his 

children, Mount Sinai, with Moses and Aaron, the Mount of Olives, with David and 

Solomon, Mount Tabor, with Barak and Deborah, and Calvary, with our Lord and his 

Apostles. 
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3.9. Symbolization108 

 In the and∂mta commentary tradition, commentators use different kinds of 

figurative language. For example, in the following text, the commentator exemplifies the 

meanings of the rising, shining, and setting of the sun with human life process: 

wYk#n# lTXMR¬T 

lm›LTÂ ll@l!T mlÃ MLKT Yçn# zNDÝÝ ]/Y STwÈ =r” 

STgÆ tn|c& kz!H drSh# Y§LÂ xNDM Múl@ Yçn# zNDÝÝ /t¬ÝÝ 

]/Y mWÈt$ ymwlÄCN b-fR ¥B‰t$ bz!H ›lM ymñ‰CN mGÆt$ 

ymä¬CN tmLî mWÈt$ ymnœ¬CN Múl@ nWÝÝ 

(zF.1÷9) 

And so that they be for symbols, so that they be a distinguishing mark for day-time 

and for night time, as one would say, "I set out at sun rise, or at the setting of the 

moon, and reached here." 

And∂m. [it is] so that they be symbols. Hatäta. For the rising of the sun is a symbol 

of our birth, and its shining in the täfär a symbol of our living in this world; its 

setting is a symbol of our death, and its rising again, of our resurrection. 

(Gen.1÷9) 

 In this text, the rising of the sun and the setting of the moon are symbolised.  

3.10. Extension by inference109 

 There are times we see the commentators expanding their interpretations giving an 

extensive interpretation to a certain text by inference. This action of expansion helps the 

commentator to give more explanation on a given text. For example, the comment on LK. 

1v.66 depicts the people speculating about the future career of John the Baptist:  
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wYb@l# MNTn# YkWN XMZNt$ ?ÉNÝ 

kz!H ?ÉN ytnœ MN YçN¿ xNDM YH B§t&Â XNdMN Ãl YçNÝÝ 

XNd ñ~ xb xNUDÝÝ XNdÑs@ -§T YgDL Æ?R YkFL dmÂ 

YURD mÂ ÃwRDÝÝ XNd x!Ãs# brD ÃzNM i/Y ÃöMÝÝ XNd g@ÁãN 

iMR YzrU -L ÃwRDÝÝ XNd x@LÃS s¥Y Ylg#M XúT ÃzNM YçN 

xl#ÝÝ 

(l#” 1÷66)  

 And they said, what will this child do in the future 

Will he be a father of tribes like Noah? Will he kill enemies, divide the sea, be 

enveloped in cloud, and bring down manna, like Moses? Will he cause hail and 

stop the sun, like Joshua? Will he spread a fleece and bring dew, like Gedeon? 

Will he fasten the Heavens and cause fire to rain like Elijah?  

(Lk. 1v. 66) 

In the aforequoted text, the future carrier of John the Baptist is inferred 

imaginatively by the commentator in the form of questions. 

3.11. Resolution 

 As we have seen above a commentary refers to different texts to give an 

exhaustive explanation for a certain text. In this process, the commentator might find an 

idea contrary to the text he is commenting upon. Therefore, he gives a resolution to the 

apparent disagreement between diverse authorities by using different interpretive terms.  

3.11.1. bilu 

In the narration of the and∂mta commentary, we frequently get a skilful 

interweaving of questions and answers. This strategy helps the commentator to be 

exhaustive in presenting all the related details about the text commented upon and to give 

a resolution of an apparent disagreement. For example, there is a discussion of the 
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apparent disagreement between Ecclus 2 v. 18 and Sam. 24v.14, on whether it is better to 

fall into the hands of God or of man. In the and∂mta commentary on the two texts , we get 

the answer that David spoke of this world, where God's mercy is better than man's, but 

Sirak spoke of the world to come, where it is a terrible thing to fall from God's mercy.  

This terminology is also used to search for reasons. The commentator asks a 

question introducing by the term …bilu… and proceeds to give a number of reasons that 

lead him to accomplish his objective. 

When the commentators comment upon a given text, they raise different kinds of 

questions, which they feel will be raised by those who have opposing views, usually the 

heresies and give their answers. Thus, when they forward a question and give its answer, 

they usually introduce it by the term --- bilu --- 'And if any one should wonder why --- 

then---'.  

   We can see this in the following: 

?ZQx@L 16 Y§L¿ kz!H ×/NS x‰T xlÝÝ XNdMN nW b×/NS 

wNg@§êE ‰XY tkFlÖ qRèb¬L b!l# tkFlÖ qRèbT xYdlMÝÝ  

(‰XY 4÷8) 

Ezekiel says ''sixteen''; here John says "four". How is this? If someone argues 

that the vision has been partially withheld from John the evangelist, [the 

answer is] No part has not been withheld from him. 

(Rev.4v.8) 

The commentator then explains the question he raised. 

XNÄLtkflbTS bzmn Bl#Y lnb„ sãC ktgl[W M|-!R bzmn 

/Ä!S §l# sãC ytgl[W M|-!R XNÄ!bL_ l¥-yQ yµHÂt Bl!T 

Múl@ y¸çn# áÃ x‰t$N µHÂt s¥Y kmNb„ xRö yµHÂt /Ä!S 
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Múl@ y¸çn# x‰t$N k!„b@L kmNb„ xQRï ÃúyêL¿ tkFlÖbTM 

xYdLÝÝ 

(‰XY 4÷8)  

 [To prove] That it has not been partially withheld–[God] shows him the twenty-

four clergy of Heaven, who are the example of the old Testament clergy, distant 

from the throne, and the four cherubim, who are the example of the New Testament 

clergy, near the throne, to certify that the mystery revealed to the people in the new 

dispensation is greater than the mystery revealed to the people in the old 

dispensation. It has not been partially withheld from him. 

(Rev.4v.8) 

3.1.1.2. --- ∂nna---alä /…alu 

   In the and∂mta commentary, the scholar also gives a resolution for an 

apparent disagreement between different texts by using the term --- ∂nna---alä /…alu. For 

example, in the following text, we see the commentator trying to create an agreement 

between two different terms from different sources. 

wzy/WR b¥Xkl m`TW zwRQ  

bsÆt$ ywRQ mQrZ mµkL y¸ÿD ÍÂM b!L xND nWÝÝ /t¬ kz!Ã 

YnBR xlÝÝ kz!H y/WR xlÝÝ XNd MN nW b!l# `-!xT s!\„ 

YlÃcêLÂ kz!H y/WR xl {DQ s!\„ ÃDRÆcêLÂ kz!Ã YnBR s!L 

nWÝÝ  

(‰XY 2÷1) 

And he who walks among the lamp stands of gold,  

It is the same as saying he who walks in the midst of the seven gold candlesticks or 

'lamps' Hatäta. If it is asked how it is that it said there 'he sits' and here it said 'He 

walks', it is because when they sin he departs from them, so here it says 'He walks' 
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and because when they do righteousness he dwells in them, and there it said, 'He 

sits'.  

(Rev.2v.1) 

 In this extracted text, we see the commentator giving the resolution by using the 

strategic term discussed why the words 'sits' and 'walks' in different places. 

 To conclude this chapter, I have discussed some of the strategic terms being 

implemented in the Amharic and∂mta commentary tradition. As the terms categorically 

discussed in the chapter with exemplary texts, they fit into the overall interpretative 

strategy. As they are many in number, I couldn't discuss each of them in the chapter. But I 

have annexed them at the end of the thesis. 
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Chapter Four 

Conclusion 

The impetus for this thesis emerged from the researcher's dissatisfaction with this 

vast area of study which is not yet explored by indigenous and foreign scholars, and a 

desire to introduce the area to those who have the calibre to conduct more research works 

on the area. 

As pointed out in the introductory chapter, though the scholars of the Ethiopian 

Orthodox Tewahido Church have developed their own body of Biblical commentary, this 

huge area of study does not seem to have attracted the attention of many researchers. This 

thesis, therefore, set out by providing the possible reasonsfor the negligence of the subject. 

As pointed out in chapter three, commentators usually give an introductory remark 

for their commented upon book.  Though their intention in giving this introductory remark 

is believed to be more than that of imparting information about authors, they also provide 

background information about content, canonicity, etc. that have significance to the overall 

interpretative strategy. 

According to the Biblical canon of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church, the 

whole Books of the Old Testament are broadly categorized as Octateuch, the Historical 

Books, the Psalms and Wisdom Literature and the Prophetical Books. 

In these categories, we get introductory comments which deal with more than one 

Book.  For example, the introductory comment on Genesis deals with the Pentateuch in 

general, in the Historical Books category, the introductory material to 1 Sam. deals with 

the 4 books of kings, and with the 3 Ethiopian Books of  Maccabees. 

Another important point here is that, in the and∂mta commentary tradition, we get 

materials which are common in between different introductory materials to different 

Books. For example, the introductions to Jeremiah, Ezekiel and Hosea contain much 
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material in common with the Isaiah introduction.  The introduction to Ezekiel also contains 

interpretations of his prophecies to show that the Trinity, incarnation, perpetual virginity of 

Mary, Baptism, the Eucharist and the resurrection of the dead were revealed to Ezekiel.  

The introduction to Hosea also contains an account of alternative interpretations of Hosea's 

marriage, that Hosea did not actually marry, or that he did in fact marry one woman, or that 

he married two women. 

The New Testament introductory material in the and∂mta commentary tradition is 

more varied in form and scope than the Old Testament material, but it possesses similar 

characteristics and deals with matters of authorship, background, content and canonicity.  

On the New Testament, the Gospel of Matthew has introductory material entitled 

tarik, repeated for each of the other three Gospels.  In the Pauline corpus, each epistle has a 

historical introduction (tarik), following the m∂knyat and preceding the comment on the 

text.  The Acts, Catholic Epistles and Revelation are together known as haddisat (a term 

also applied to the whole New Testament). The introduction to 2 Peter says that it was 

written to oppose those who said that this world has no governor, or who denied the 

resurrection and the passing of this world, or who said that good work is not important.  

The introduction to 1 John says that John was imprisoned by Domitian and released by 

Trajan, and that he wrote this Epistle to oppose those who denied Christ's resurrection, 

who denied God's knowledge of sins of the mind, and who said good work is notimportant.  

The introduction to 2 John says that it was written to Romna, a woman who lived on the 

island where John was confined and who believed after seeing a miracle done by John and 

Prochorus.  The introduction to 3 John says that it was written to praise Gaius, a good man 

who used to help Christians persecuted in the time of Claudius Caesar.  The introduction to 

Jude is very brief, and speculates about the writer's identity. 
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In the course of the study, it was found out that the presentation of text and comment 

in the and∂mta commentary tradition follows a standard pattern.  A sentence of the Ge'ez 

text is followed by its Amharic translation, often somewhat interpretative.  This is followed 

by the commentary proper in which a chain of successive comments is given. 

The Ge'ez text commented-upon which comes at the beginning is regarded as the 

''scholars' text'' (yäliqaw∂nt Zär).  According to the traditional Ethiopian point of view, this 

text is correct and that texts found to be differing from it are wrong. 

The literal interpretation of the Ge'ez text, which follows the yaliqawnt Zär is named 

as näťäla t∂rguame, i.e a simple direct translation of the text without commentary.  In this 

process of the translation, there are clearly many levels of potential reinterpretation 

involved.  For example, the semantic contents of the words in the Ge'ez language may have 

been broadened or narrowed, or a Ge'ez word may have been employed in a sense it did 

not formerly possess.  This is mentioned because the nature of the Ge'ez text commented 

upon is predisposed to certain patterns of exegesis in the and∂mta commentary, and 

because the and∂mta commentary employs certain common Amharic words in theological 

contexts which require their meanings to be determined by the Ge'ez words they interpret.  

E.g. Ge'ez şdq 'to be righteous' is commonly represented in the and∂mta commentary by 

Amharic k∂ br, which normally means ' to be honoured.'  This semantic change in the 

formation of Amharic zäybe happens because the translator does not have the same idea as 

the original interpreter of the text.  This may take us to the conclusion that, in the and∂mta 

commentary tradition, there might be a sort of addition or subtraction of meanings or ideas. 

And∂mta is an exegetical clarification in Amharic (the language that since the 18th 

century has increasingly become the state language of Ethiopia) a translation and 

clarification of the Ge'ez text of the Biblical and certain patristic and liturgical books.  It 

intends to clarify and illustrate the meaning of the translated Ge'ez text. 
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Thus, after the Ge'ez has been translated literally, the commentary proper is 

presented.  As it has been discussed in chapter one, the commentary proper is broadly 

composed of the interpretation of the meaning which is known as the m∂stir t∂rguame, 

which is a classification based on the sense without too much attention to the words. 

This m∂stir t∂rguame is introduced by different terms, for example, by and∂m when 

it contains alternative interpretations, by hatäta when it is a note on unfamiliar custom, the 

meanings of a work etc.; by tarik when a story illustrating the point is introduced; by y∂lal, 

or yämmil y∂ggaňňal when there are references to actual variants found in MSS, g∂dfätä 

şähafi when there is apparent errors and discrepancies, notably scribal errors.  

Referring to the and∂mta commentary as an integral whole, it must be remarked once 

again that there are variant traditions within it, notably the 'upper and lower houses' (lay 

bet and tač bet), which are said to date from the time of mämh∂r Esdros in the mid-

eighteenth century. The and∂mta commentary occasionally refers to the Ge'ez text, or to 

the Amharic interpretation, favored by one of these 'houses'; e.g. having translated the 

Ge'ez, 'Lead us not, O Lord, into destruction into Amharic as, 'Do not lead us into sin, into 

apostasy, into tribulation into Gehenna', (presumably the 'lower house' interpretation), the 

commentary continues by saying that the 'upper house' translates, 'save us from receiving 

your flesh and blood presumptuously, when we are not worthy.' 

To conclude, the and∂mta commentary material is a source that should not be 

neglected in the study of many things.  This research has attempted to introduce the 

subject, which was neglected by scholars, so that they may pick up and explore it part by 

part.  As it has undergone little stylistic change over a long period of time and at least some 

parts of it have been transmitted with little change since the seventeenth century, one may 

proceed in his study of older Amharic.  High calibre researchers can also conduct their 

research by comparing this Ethiopic way of exegesis with other exegetical traditions. 
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 I would like to thank Dr. Yonas for this sub-title Annex 2 

xNDM¬ ¥lT MN ¥lT nW)xNDM¬ ¥lT MN ¥lT nW)xNDM¬ ¥lT MN ¥lT nW)xNDM¬ ¥lT MN ¥lT nW)    

l!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝ−−−− xNDM¬ bmÚ?FT TRÙ» yTMHRT dr© y¸g" M|-!‰TN 

ymb¬t¾ mœ¶Ã nWÝÝ bz@¥M xlÝÝ bNGGR wQT yxNDN ngR gA¬ btlÃy 

mLk# kglAN b“§ bl@§ bk#LM XN§lNÝÝ XNdz!h# h#l# bmÚ?FT TRÙ»M 

yxNDN zR TRg#M b¥Sqm_ M|-!„N bMÂm\_RbT g!z@ xNDM XNdz!H 

nW¿ xNDM XNdz!H nW XÃLN yz„N ytlÃ† mL÷C XÂúÃlNÝÝ Slz!H 

xNDM¬ yxNDN zR ƒST x‰T TRÙ» l¥úyT s!ÆL ytflsf qmR 

xNDM _bB nWÝÝ  

xNDM¬ TRÙ» ¬¶k# XNdMN nWxNDM¬ TRÙ» ¬¶k# XNdMN nWxNDM¬ TRÙ» ¬¶k# XNdMN nWxNDM¬ TRÙ» ¬¶k# XNdMN nW????    
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l!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝ−−−− _„ nWÝÝ XNGÄ!H k¬¶µ* XNdMNrÄW x!T×ùÃ 

kmjm¶ÃW jMé yXú*N h#n¾ _bB ll@§W lmS-T úT¬KT yl@§W xXMé 

yflflWN _bB úTNQ lmQsM STtU yöyC hgR ÂTÝÝ bmç•M yNg#| 

slÖäN z@Â _bB b›lM íé btÂß g!z@ hg‰CN bNG|a x¥µYnT qD¥ 

kNg#\# zND bmDrS xM` xQRÆ kNg#\# _bB tµF§lCÝÝ NG|t úÆ bz!Ã 

_bBN FlU g#øê µmÈCW _bB l@§ kNg#\# }NSN xSqR¬ nbRÝÝ wd 

hg… ktmlsC b“§ L©*N wldCÝÝ SÑNM Mn!LK B§ -‰CWÝÝ  

;É@ Mn!LK qÄ¥êE lxQm xÄM XNddrs xÆt$N ¥yT b!š XÂt$N 

xSfQì wd x!y„úl@M bmÿD Xs#M XNd XÂt$ kxÆt$ _bBNÂ ¦Y¥ñTN 

tMé Bl#Y bx!T×ùÃ ToÂ zND mÚ?Ft Bl#ÃTN knTRÙ» mR¥¶ÃcW½ 

xSfÚ¸êN ¬ït A×NNM Yø wd x!T×ùÃ m_aLÝÝ bz!Ã g!z@ ymÚ?FT 

TRÙ» SLT wd hg‰CN gBaLÝÝ mÚ?Ft$ XyttrgÖÑ MXmÂN Xyt¥„ 

Bl#Y bx!T×ùÃ XyoÂC STÿD x!T×ùÃWÃn# l!”WNT y‰úcW yçn 

x!T×ùÃW¾ yTRg#M SLT flsûÝÝ mÚ?Ft$N bGXZ «ï´½ «ã´ XÃl# 

mtRgÖM jm„ÝÝ öYèM Bl#Y b/Ä!S s!oÂ /Ä!úT wd hg‰CN gb#ÝÝ 

l#”WNt$ bBl#Ãt$ XNd¸ÃdRg#T /Ä!út$N bTRg#M M|-!‰cWN 

XÃd§dl# ¥St¥R jm„ÝÝ bz!H h#l# ¬¶K YÿÄLÂ öYè öYè yGXZ ÌNÌ 

bx¥R¾ s!tµ yx¥R¾W yxNDM¬ yTRg#M SLT tjmrÝÝ YH bGLA tjmr 

y¸ÆlW bxÉ@ zR; Ã:qB zmn mNG|T s!çN mLK XyÃz ymÈW bgÖNdR 

zmn mNG|T nWÝÝ  

bgÖNdR zmn mNG|T yxNDM¬ TRÙ» mLK XyÃz mÈ s!ÆL xBé bwQt$ 

l!”WNT mµkL L†nT tk|è XNdnbR Yng‰LÝÝ bz!H L†nT ytnœM ²ÊM b!çN 

y§Y b@TÂ y¬C b@T TRÙ» s!ÆL Ys¥LÝÝ lmçn# YH mkÍfL XNdT l!mÈ Òl???? 

l!q l!”WNT xÃll!q l!”WNT xÃll!q l!”WNT xÃll!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝWÝWÝWÝ−−−− xY! YH yb@T g#ÄY nWÝÝ MNM ÃHL xT=nQbTÝÝ XNGÄ!H 

b¬¶K SÂyW l!”WNt$ YÂÂq$ nbRÝÝ wú"Â FRD y¸s_ dGä xLnb‰cWMÝÝ 
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kz!H xTlû¿ kz!H xTqNs# y¸L sW xLnbrMÝÝ XÂ xNÄ# y=mrWN l@§W 

YqNúL¿ l@§W yqnsWN xNÄ# Y=M‰LÝÝ Slz!H YH yl!”WNt$ xStúsB 

bXn@ GMT S?tT XN©! yb@t KRStEÃN |R›T bz!HM ¬¶µ* çñ y¸wrS 

xYdlMÝÝ xT=nQbTÝÝ  

ÃW ¬¶k# µl zND m¬wQ xlbT b¸L nW xÆ¬CN???? 

l!q l!”WNT xÃll!q l!”WNT xÃll!q l!”WNT xÃll!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝWÝWÝWÝ−−−− Y, y¸¬wQ ngR xYdlM÷ nW yMLHÝÝ l@§     _Ãq& µlH 

-Yq"ÝÝ  

X¹!ÝÝ yçnW çñ gÖ©äC y§Y b@T gÖNdéC dGä y¬C b@T nW msl" y¸l#T? 

l!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝ−−−− xã Y§l#ÝÝ  

bxNDM¬ yTRÙ» SLT mœ¶ÃnT y¸s-W ymÚ?FT TRÙ» TMHRT bb@t 

KRStEÃ• |R›t TMHRT kFt¾W XNdçn Y¬w”LÝÝ lmçn# yz!H TMHRT -Q§§ 

YzT MN YmS§L???? 

l!q l!”WNT xl!q l!”WNT xl!q l!”WNT xl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝÃl@WÝÃl@WÝÃl@WÝ−−−− XNGÄ!H yxNDM¬ TRÙ» TMHRT x‰T KFlÖC xl#TÝÝ 

x‰t$ g#Æx@ÃT YÆ§l#ÝÝ kx‰t$ g#Æx@ÃT ymjm¶ÃW Bl#ÃT ÂcWÝÝ 46 

mÚ?FTN y¸ÃµTt$ ÂcWÝÝ kz!Ã q_lÖ /Ä!úT YÆ§l#ÝÝ bz!H |R 35 

mÚ?FT Yµt¬l#ÝÝ kXnz!H WS_ ¦Ã SMNt$ bb@t KRStEÃN bL† L† |F‰ 

bGL_ bTMHRT y¸s-# ÂcWÝÝ SMNt$ GN y|R›T mÚ?FT Slçn# _qET 

l!”WNT k¸ÃWÌcW k¸mrM…cW bqR h#l#M xÃWÌcWM¿ xY-

qÑÆcWMMÝÝ Slz!H 46 mÚ?Ft Bl#ÃT½ 35 mÚ?Ft /Ä!úT¿ bDM„ 81 

yx!T×ùÃ b@t KRStEÃN yMTqb§cW mÚ?FT xl# ¥lT nWÝÝ Xnz!HM 

bxND t-RzW mA/F QÄ#S YÆ§l#ÝÝ xRÆ SDSt$ yBl#Y k!ÄN mÚ?FT 

xNDM tBlW s!trgÖÑ XMB²M xk‰µ¶ ngR y§cWMÝÝ B² b!L ¬¶K nWÝÝ 

kz!Ã b!ÃLF ?G nWÝÝ bXGR_ XNd mZÑr ÄêET Ãl#T mÚ?FT -NkR Ãl 

TRÙ» x§cWÝÝ Xnz!H mÚ?FT SMNt$ B/@r å¶T½  ;|‰ sÆt$ mÚ?Ft 

¬¶K½ SMNt$ yG_MÂ y_bB mÚ?FT XÂ ;|‰ SDSt$ mÚ?Ft nb!ÃT 

ÂcWÝÝ \§ú xMSt$ /Ä!úT GN Xnz!ÃN xRÆ SDSt$N Bl#ÃT k/Ä!úT UR 

y¸ÃS¥Ñ ytSÍN J¥Ê kFÚ» y¸ÃdRs# bmçÂcW ”§¬cWM __éC 

ÂcWÝÝ g@¬ ktÂg‰cW /êRÃTM µSt¥…cW ytm\rt$ mÚ?FT ÂcWÝÝ 

Xnz!HM x‰t$ wNg@§T½ ymjm¶ÃYt$N b@t KRStEÃN xÌM y¸ÃúyW GBr 
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/êRÃT ¼y/êRÃT |‰¼½ ;|‰ x‰t$ yQÄ#S ÔWlÖS mLXK¬T½ xNÄ# 

yÃ:öB mLXKT½ xNÄ# yYh#Ä mLXKT XÂ ‰Xy ×/NS YÆ§l#ÝÝ Xnz!H yg#Æx@ 

¥lTM bg#Æx@  y¸s-# mÚ?FT ÂcWÝÝ TMHR¬cW -Nµ‰ nWÝÝ KRKRM 

xlÆcWÝÝ CGR y¸f_„ ngéCM xl#ÝÝ b¸gÆ µ§Stê§*cW wd ¦Y¥ñT 

bmGÆT fN¬ k¦Y¥ñT Wu ÃdRUl#ÝÝ kXnz!HM Wu yçn# SMNT 

mÚ?FT xl#ÝÝ Xns#M y|R›T xfÚoM mÚ?FT ÂcWÝÝ 

kz!H b“§ xRÆ SDSt$N Bl#ÃT \§ú xMSt$N /Ä!úT XÃ‰qq$ 

XytrgÖÑ by-ÆÃcW YH ”L Y,N ÃúÃL BlW lb@t KRStEÃN ÃSt§lû 

l!”WNT ÂcW kxbW /êRÃT b“§ÝÝ Xns# yÚÐcW mÚ?FT bƒSt¾ 

g#Æx@nT YmdÆl#ÝÝ g#Æx@ l!”WNT YÆ§LÝÝ Xns#M ¦Y¥ñt xbW½ q&RlÖS½ 

×/NS xf wRQ½ FT/ ng|T½ QÄs@ÃTÂ WÄs@Â QÄs@ ¥RÃM ÂcWÝÝ q_lÖ 

ÃlW g#Æx@ mn÷úT nWÝÝ mÚ?Ft$ kz!H ›lM w_tW bMÂn@ y¸ñ„ xÆèCÂ 

XÂèC bMN ›YnT |R›T ?Yw¬cWN mGÍT XNd¸Cl# y¸Ãú†½ bz!Ã 

?YwT s!ñ„ õRn¬cW ksYÈN UR bmçn# XNÁT l!êg# XNd¸gÆcW 

h#lt¾ k-§¬cW y¸wrw„ÆcWN yõR ›YnèC y¸ÃmlKt$ ÃNNM XNÁT 

DL ¥DrG XNd¸Cl# y¸Ãú† mÚ?FT ÂcWÝÝ bz!HM ¥R Y|/Q½ 

ðLKSS†S XÂ xrUêE mNfúêE y¸Æl#T mÚ?FT Yµt¬l#ÝÝ ²Ê bg#Æx@ 

xYs-#M XN©! yq$_R g#Æx@M nbRÝÝ  

lmçn# XRSã kXnz!H g#Æx@ÃT yT®c$N tMrêLlmçn# XRSã kXnz!H g#Æx@ÃT yT®c$N tMrêLlmçn# XRSã kXnz!H g#Æx@ÃT yT®c$N tMrêLlmçn# XRSã kXnz!H g#Æx@ÃT yT®c$N tMrêL????    

l!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝ−−−− Xn@ bXWnt$ h#l#NM b¸gÆ tMÊÃcêlh# l¥lT xLCLMÝÝ 

¥lT µlB" GN LL yMClW h#l#NM Xy§Sk# qMšcêlh# nWÝÝ 

yxNDM¬ TRÙ» SyxNDM¬ TRÙ» SyxNDM¬ TRÙ» SyxNDM¬ TRÙ» SLT xµÿÄ# XNdMNDN nWLT xµÿÄ# XNdMNDN nWLT xµÿÄ# XNdMNDN nWLT xµÿÄ# XNdMNDN nW????        

l!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝ−−−− yx!T×ùÃ b@t KRStEÃN SNÄ# Xmb@T yMTÆLbT MKNÃt$ 

lh#l#M yb” yd§ |R›T S§§T nWÝÝ ¬Ä!Ã yxNDM¬ TRÙ»M y‰s# yçn 

yxµÿD |R›T xlWÝÝ l!q$ xNDM BlÖ M|-! „N k¥F§t$ bðT z„N 

kÆ?R mZgb# YmZÂ ÃSqMÈLÝÝ YH l!slQ y¸mzzW MNÆB GXZ bmçn# 

wd x¥R¾ Ytrg#mêLÝÝ bz!H g!z@ n-§WN trgÖmW YÆ§LÝÝ YTb¦l#M n-§ 

TRÙ» YÆ§LÝÝ ÃNN xDR¯ xYtwWMÝÝ lMN XNdz!Ã XNÄlW /t¬ XÃmÈ 

ktlÃ† QÄ#úT mÚ?FT ¬¶÷CN XÃÈqs M|-!„N ÃqRÆLÝÝ YH yTRÙ» 

YTb¦L yM|-!R TRÙ» YÆ§LÝÝ  
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bxNDM¬ TRÙ» £dT l!q$ xNDM½ xNDM XÃl xNDN zR btlÃ† mNgìC 

Ytrg#¥LÝÝ k¸drD‰cW ytlÃ† TRÙ»ãC z„N bTKKL Ytrg#ML¾L BlÖ 

y¸ÃSbWN xNÄ#N mRõ b¥Sqm_ fN¬ lMNDN nW bRkT Ãl# TRÙ»ãCN 

y¸ÃSqM-W???? 

l!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝ−−−− YH y¸drgW btÒl m-N ydq mZÑ„N ›YN l¥SÍT 

nWÝÝ xXMéW xND xQÈÅ BÒ tkTlÖ XNÄYÿD l¥DrG nWÝÝ ydq 

mZÑ„N y¥StêL ;YN l¥SÍT nWÝÝ mNgD l¥úyT nWÝÝ yÃzWN BÒ 

Ì_é XNÄYqm_ l¥DrG nWÝÝ bz!Ã xNÚR M|-!‰TN XÃf§ XNÄ!ñR nWÝÝ  

Sl xµÿÄ# µnœN zND xNDM tBlW bttrgÖÑ bh#l#M mÚ?FT l!”WNt$ 

bmGb!ÃnT SlmA/û o/ð½ SlmA/û YzT XÂ -”¸nt$ ÃSt§LÍl#ÝÝ YH zÁ yxNDN 

mA/F Ñl# TRÙ» lmrÄT y¸ÃbrKtW xStê}å MNDN nW Y§l#???? 

l!ql!ql!ql!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝ l!”WNT xÃl@WÝ l!”WNT xÃl@WÝ l!”WNT xÃl@WÝ−−−− Xn@ bxWnt$ MnW QNxT nwY XNÄTl#" XN©! YHN xµÿD 

xLwdWMÝÝ xSqDä ¥úyT tgb! xYdlMÝÝ xNDM yTRg#ÑN xNÆb! mBT 

YUÍLÝÝ xNDM ÃsNÍLÝÝ l!q$ ¥¬lÃ xSqDä k¸ÃmÈ bq_¬ kM|-!„ 

b!ÃdRúcW Yš§LÝÝ  

xNÄND g!z@ l!q$ yGXz#N MNÆB wd x¥R¾ ktrgÖm b“§ /t¬ BlÖ zYb@WN 

mtNtN YjM‰LÝÝ lmçn# YH /t¬ BlÖ y¸ÃmÈW MNÆB _QÑ MNDN nW???? 

l!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝ−−−− /t¬ ¥lT bÌNÌCN MRMR ¥lT nWÝÝ xNDN zR wd 

x¥R¾W ktrgÖm b“§ /t¬ ¥lt$ ¥B‰¶Ã l¥QrB s!ÃSB nWÝÝ xNDM 

BlÖ y¸ÃmÈW M|-!R Gb#N XNÄ!m¬lT qdM xDR¯ ¥B‰¶Ã s!ÃzUJ 

l¸m\-rW ngR /t¬ ÃqRÆLÝÝ mgRdF blWÝÝ “§ xNDM BlÖ 

y¸sLqW M|-!R GRDF nW ¥lT YÒ§LÝÝ 

bxNDM¬ TRÙ» £dT ytlÃ† ”§TN XÂg¾lNÝÝ Xnz!HN ”§T bQRbT s!mrM…cW 

lTRg#Ñ ¥kÂw¾ XNÄ!ÃglGl# çnW yqrb# mçÂcWN lmrÄT xÃÄGTMÝÝ lmçn# 

y¸ktl#T ”§T tGÆR MNDN nW????  
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1.. .  .  .  . . s!L nW) s!L nW) s!L nW) s!L nW)    

l!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝ−−−− mMH„ YHNN ”L y¸-qmW l!”WNTN l¥StÆbR xNDM 

yM|-!„ MNu xND nW l¥lT nWÝÝ YHN lmGl_ qdM ÃlWN l!Q 

xÆÆL -Qî «s!L nW´ Y§LÝÝ  

2 b!l#) b!l#) b!l#) b!l#)    

l!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝ−−−− XNdz!H BlÖ y¸-YQ sW µl mLs# XNÄ!Ã nW l¥lT 

s!fLG nWÝÝ M|-!R y¥F§T ClÖ¬W `ÃL kmçn# ytnœ ÃLb§WN XÃkk 

ÃLt-yqWN YmLúLÝÝ ldq mZÑ„M XNdz!H b¸L kt-yK XNÄ!H blW 

XÃl ÃS¬_qêLÝÝ Slz!H lMN XNdz!H çn b!l# bz!H MKNÃT nW XÃl M|-

!R ÃsÍL½ Ãm§LÝÝ  

3 b!m b!m b!m b!m----#)#)#)#)    

l!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝ−−−− mMH„ t¥¶ãc$N s!ÃStMR ¥N¾WNM _Ãq& XNÄ!mLS 

xDR¯ Slçn wdðT XNdz!H BlW b!m-# YHNN b!-Yq$ XNdz!H BlH 

mLS§cW BlÖ y¸mKRbT ”L nWÝÝ  

4 GGGG----M)M)M)M)    

l!q l!l!q l!l!q l!l!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝ”WNT xÃl@WÝ”WNT xÃl@WÝ”WNT xÃl@WÝ−−−− YH ”L y¸ÃglGlW y¸S¥Ñ xÆÆlÖCN wYM zéCN 

l¥gÂßT nWÝÝ Xn@ ÃLk#T wYM l@§ sW ytÂgrW ngR b/úB xND kçn 

Xgl@M XNÄ!H B§*L Xgl@M XNÄ!H B§*L b¥lT SÑN km_‰T «G_M´ BlÖ 

”§t$N k”§T ;rFt ng„N k;rFt ngR xgÈ_ä ÃqRbêLÝÝ  

5 xÃStrg#MM)xÃStrg#MM)xÃStrg#MM)xÃStrg#MM)    

l!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝ−−−− bxNDM¬ TRÙ» xNÄND g!z@ XNdflg# l!trg#ÑT y¥YÒL 

zR ÃU_¥LÝÝ bmçn#M l!q$ LtRg#MH s!l#T y¸kBD MÂLÆTM l!ÃúST 

y¸CL zR s!ÃU_mW «xÃStrg#MM´ YLÂ ÃLfêLÝÝ YHM l_N”q& s!ÆL 

nWÝÝ  

6 ygnfl nW)ygnfl nW)ygnfl nW)ygnfl nW)    

l!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝ−−−− xã¿ µlï¬W ymÈ M|-!R s!ÃU_M ygnfl nW YÆ§LÝÝ 

µlï¬W ymÈ nWÂ Bz#M xT=nQbT¿ XmrM‰lh# BlHM XNÄTdKM 

xNDM XNÄTúúT l¥lT l!q$ ygnfl nW Y§LÝÝ  

xÆ¬CN §drg#L" kFt¾ TBBR M|UÂ xqRBLã¬lh#ÝÝ xÆ¬CN §drg#L" kFt¾ TBBR M|UÂ xqRBLã¬lh#ÝÝ xÆ¬CN §drg#L" kFt¾ TBBR M|UÂ xqRBLã¬lh#ÝÝ xÆ¬CN §drg#L" kFt¾ TBBR M|UÂ xqRBLã¬lh#ÝÝ     
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l!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝl!q l!”WNT xÃl@WÝ−−−− dS BlÖ¾LÝÝ XGz!xB/@R YS_L"ÝÝ xNtNM yDµMHN FÊ 

lmB§T ÃB”HÝÝ  

x»NÝÝx»NÝÝx»NÝÝx»NÝÝ   

Annex 3 

mMHR dg# ›lM µú k1986 ›.M jMé bQDST |§s@ mNfúêE ÷l@J 

b/Ä!úT mMHRnT b¥gLgL §Y ÂcWÝÝ kz!HM bt=¥¶ bb@t KHnTM 

çn bx_b!Ã xBÃt KRStEÃÂT dr© b¸zU° L† L† mNfúWÃT mR/ 

GB‰T §Y bmgßT wNg@LN YsBµl#ÝÝ  

xNDM¬ ¥lT MN ¥lT nW)xNDM¬ ¥lT MN ¥lT nW)xNDM¬ ¥lT MN ¥lT nW)xNDM¬ ¥lT MN ¥lT nW)    

mMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝ−−−− xNDM¬ xND g!z@ ytngrW ”L btlÃy mLK xš>lÖ XÃúm„ 

y¸trgÖMbT mNgD nWÝÝ bMúl@ BgL-W xND Æ:l[U tUÆÏc$N 

kx|R XSk ;|‰ xMST kz!ÃM b§Y yw_ ›YnT xQRï YUB²LÝÝ 

l!”WNT mMh‰NM Æ:l[¯C ÂcWÝÝ [UcW bTRg#M mNfS QÇS 

nWÝÝ XGz!xB/@R mNfS QÇS xNdb¬cWN mÂg¶Ã xXMéxcWN 

dGä mSf¶Ã xDR¯ ÆzUj§cW m\rT M|-!RN kM|-!R 

xS¥MtW s¥:Ãn# b¸rÇT ÌNÌ YÂg‰l#ÝÝ SlzH xNDM¬ M|-!RN 

kM|-!R xS¥MtW mLKÂ QR} s_tW lt-”¸ y¸ÃqRb#bT 

mœ¶Ã nWÝÝ 

yxNDM¬ TRÙ» ¬¶k# XNdMN nW)yxNDM¬ TRÙ» ¬¶k# XNdMN nW)yxNDM¬ TRÙ» ¬¶k# XNdMN nW)yxNDM¬ TRÙ» ¬¶k# XNdMN nW)    

mMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝ−−−− XNGÄ!H QÇúT mÚ?FT ktlÃ† ÌNÌãC btlYM k:B‰YS_ 

wd xrB¾ wd G¶K ttRg#mêLÝÝ kz!ÃM bsB› l!”ÂT x¥µYnT 

kG¶k# wd GXz# m_tW nW yttrgÖÑTÝÝ kGXz# dGä wdx¥R¾ 

s!m-# GN ÌNÌW b¥?]n GXZ ÃlWN bq_¬ lmtRgÖM S§LÒl 

xNDM ytÆlW M|-!R mzRz¶Ã mœ¶Ã tflsfÝÝ bwQt$ x¥R¾W 

kxÆt$ kGXZ g#Ã ywÈ XNdmçn# ‰s#N mÒL xQèT s!FgmgM b!öYM 

²ÊM b!çN =Rî ‰s#N ClÖ kxÆt$ b@T w_aL ÆYÆLM Xyêl XÃdr 

s!ÿD bGXZ MRk#ZnT bXG„ lmöM s!CL yxNDM¬W TRÙ»M 
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mLK XyÃz mÈÝÝ ²Ê bQDST b@t KRStEÃÂCN yTMHRèC h#l# q$Nô 

çñ bxBnT TMHRT b@èC Xyts- Yg¾LÝÝ 

bxNDM¬ TRÙ» ¬¶K y§Y b@TÂ y¬C b@T y¸ÆL L†nT xlÝÝ  lmçn# YH L†nT 

kyT mÈ) bh#lt$ b@èC mµkL ÃlW yTRÙ» YTb¦LS L†nt$ MNDN nW) 

mMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝ−−−− bXWnt$ YH L†nT l!ñR ÆLtgÆ nbRÝÝ yçnW çñ L†nt$ 

kmf-„ bðT y§Y b@T TRÙ» nbR [Nè y¸ñRÝÝ ²Ê yh#lt$N xµÿD 

tmLKtN kL†nt$ bðT ytm\-rWN M|-! R SÂY ¥lT nWÝÝ 

¬Ä!Ã “§ §Y mMHÊ x@SDéS ytÆl# y¬wq$ ygÖNdR l!Q ymÚ?Ft$N 

TRÙ» XNmRMRÂ XÂStµKL¿ yrzmWN XÂú_R½ yx-rWN XÂSrZM 

y¸L _¶ byï¬W ¼bgÖNdRÂ bgÖ©M XNÄ!h#M b¹ê¼ lnb„ l!”WNT 

ÆSt§lû g!z@ l_¶ÃcW xl#¬êE M§> ys-#T bxND gÖN çnW y§Y b@T 

y¸L SÃ»N xgß#ÝÝ X¹! b¯ BlW wdmMH„ yÿÇT bxND gÖN çnW 

y¬C b@T tÆl#ÝÝ XNGÄ!H §Y b@T ygÖ©Ñ xBnT s!çN ¬C b@T 

y¸ÆlW dGä ygÖNd„ nWÝÝ §Y b@T -NkR Ãl SLT nWÝÝ lMúl@ 

«wTwLD wLd´ y¸lWN g[ NÆB ¬C b@èC «wND LJ TwLÄlC´ 

BlW Ytrg#Ñ¬LÝÝ y§Y b@t$ GN «wLDN TwLÄlC´ YlêLÝÝ bXn@ 

xStÃyT Y,¾W TKKl¾ TRg#M nWÝÝ s!trg#Ñ XNd¬C®c$ _ÊWN 

wSdW xYdlMÝÝ YLq$NS bx!úYÃS yTNb!T m{/F ytgl-WN 

wSdW M|-!RN kM|-!R xgÂ"tW tRg#mW¬LÝÝ y¬C b@t$N 

ywsDN XNdçn GN xYS¥¥MÝÝ wND LJN¥ ¥NM s@T yçnC ngR GN 

mµN ÃLçnC¿ ÆL Ã§T s@T h#l# TwLÄlCÝÝ Xmb@¬CN GN lz§lÑ 

wLD ytÆlN XGz!xB/@R wLDN wLÄlCÂ kƒSt$ xµ§T xNÇN wLD 

TwLÄlC tBlÖ mtRgÖÑ G„M nWÝÝ Slz!H y§Y b@T TRÙ» btlÃ† 

mÚ?FT ytgl-#TN M|-!‰T -Bö y¸ÿD lmÂFQ bR y¥YkFT 

yTRÙ» SLT nWÝÝ y¬C b@t$ TRÙ» GN lxnUgR q§L yçn ÌNÌWM 

kzmn# ÌNÌ Bz#M ÃL‰q nWÝÝ 

yxNDM¬ TRÙ» xµÿÇ XNdMNDN nW) 

mMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝ−−−− xNDM¬ b¸m\-RbT g!z@ y‰s# yçn xµÿD xlWÝÝ bmjmÃ 

yGXz# g[ NÆB YqRÆLÝÝ kz!Ã g[ NÆb# wdx¥R¾ YtrgÖ¥LÝÝ zYb@W 
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kmm|-„ bðT m\lQ y¸fLG kçn /t¬ YqRBl¬LÝÝ kz!ÃM 

xNDM BlN yqrbWN g[ NÆB bL† L† mNgD XNtrg#mêlNÝÝ lMúl@ 

b¥t&ãS wNg@L bM:‰F SDST WS_ XNÄ!H y¸L g[ NÆB XÂg¾lNÝÝ 

«wxNts îb TgBR M{êtk x!¬XMR [UMk¿ zTgBR y¥Nk´ y¸L 

nWÝÝ «xNt GN bMTm[WTbT g!z@ q" XJH yMTs-WN G‰ XJH 

xTwqW´ ¥lT nW zYb@WÝÝ kz!Ã lz!H zYb@ /t¬WN ÃqRÆLÝÝ ¥lT 

bq" XJH yÃZ,WN bG‰ XJH xTÃzWÝÝ G‰ dµ¥ nW¿ _qEt$N Bz# 

ÃSmSlêLÂÝÝ LKfLlT Ãs¾LÂÝÝ YHN µdrg b“§ wdM|-!„ YgÆLÝÝ 

xNDM ¸STH xTwQBH s!lW nWÝÝ [UM x§T yÆLÂ y¸ST kBT 

lÖ¸ kh#lT XÃlC ¬ÄK¥lCÂ XNÄ¬ÄKmWÝÝ k¸ST y¸swR MN xl 

b!l# QNnt$¥ µl gNzb# h#l# Ãl bXs# XJ xYdlMN kz!ÃM YS_ÝÝ YH¥ 

SRöT xYçNbTM b!l# s_è YNg‰TÝÝ xYçNM BTlWú b!l# YlÃ†¿ 

_Nt$N mUÆ¬cW s_tW m{WtW l![Dq$ nWÂÝÝ xNDM LíCH 

xYwq$BH s!L nWÝÝ [UM x§cW yxÆ¬Ch#N yq$M w‰> yÑT xL”> 

XÃl# ÃÄK¥l#Â XNÄÃÄKÑTÝÝ xNDM b@tsïCH xYwq$BH¿ [UM 

x§cW yg@¬CN wRq$ lZÂ LBs# lXRZÂ XHl# lqÈÂ XÃl# ÃÄK¥l#Â 

XNÄÃÄKÑTÝÝ bz!H ›YnT nW XNGÄ!H yxNDM¬ _bB xµÿÇÝÝ 

xNDM¬ x‰T yTMHRT KFlÖC ¼Bl#ÃT½ /Ä!úT½ mn÷úTÂ l!”WNT¼ XNÄl#T 

Y¬w”LÝÝ lmçn# Xnz!HN x‰t$N yTMHRT KFlÖC l¥-ÂqQ xND sW MN ÃHL ›m¬T 

YfJb¬L) kh#l#S kbD y¸lW yT¾W nW) 

mMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝ−−−− bXWnt$ ²Ê ²Ê h#l#M lBlB xDR¯ XywÈ ymÚ?FT ;êqE n" 

ÆY ç•LÝÝ bXWnt$ YH _„ xYdlMÝÝ xNÄND g!z@ YHNN xYc& ÆZNM 

yxÆèc&N xlmñR SmlkT dGä dS Yl¾LÝÝ Xn@ snû XNdz!H ÃzNk# 

Xns# b!ñ„ ñé MN¾ Æzn#ÝÝ Xns# X÷ bçn ngR XZN s!l# «kz!H h#l# X²W 

ÿË xNDM XÃLk# BñR Yšl¾L´ Yl# nbRÝÝ XNGÄ!H Xnz!HN qdM Ãl# 

xÆèÒCN b¸gÆ xd§DlW lm¥R Bq$ çnW lmWÈT k25 XSk 30 

›mT YfJÆcêLÝÝ 

kbD ÃlW yt$ nW §LkW /Ä!S kbD Y§LÝÝ YHM Slh#lT MKNÃT nWÝÝ 

ymjm¶ÃW bmÚ?FT TRÙ» TMHRT bqÄ¸nT y¸s-W /Ä!S nWÝÝ ymjm¶Ã XNdmçn# 
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lt¥¶W /Ä!S nWÝÝ ymjm¶Ã XNdmçn# lt¥¶W kbD Y§LÝÝ MKNÃt$M t¥¶W xNDM¬W 

YTb¦L XNGÄ bmçn# nWÝÝ Xyöy s!ÿD GN qlL XÃlWÂ XytF¬¬lT Sl¸ÿD XyqllW 

YÿÄLÝÝ yh#lt¾W MKNÃT dGä /Ä!S M|-!R nW¿ Bl#Y ¬¶K nW l!”WNT dGä 

Ã‰Q”LÝÝ mn÷úT ÃSmNÂLÝÝ Slz!H /Ä!S bÑl# M|-!R bmçn# TRÙ»WM bM|-!‰T 

ytm§ bmçn# kbD Ãl nWÝÝ 

tRÙ¸W xNDN zYb@ b¸trg#MbT g!z@ l!L yflgWN xND ngR q$+ xDR¯  b¥lF fN¬ 

xNDM½ xNDM½ xNDM XÃl Bz# TRg#äCN ÃSqMÈLÝÝ lMN) 

mMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝ−−−− xãÝÝ MKNÃT xlWÝÝ bmNfS QÇS ytdrs½ Lún mNfS QÇS 

yXGz!xB/@R XSTNÍS XNdmçn# yBz# Sm _R Ælb@T mNfS QÇS 

”l# Bz# XNdçn l¥úyT nWÝÝ lz!HM nW «XSm bBz#~ x÷ bBz#~ 

NÆB x§ b~Ä_´ y¸lWÝÝ bBz# NÆB xYdlM b_qET nW XN©! l¥lT 

nWÝÝ mÚ?FT NÆÆcW _qET TRÙ»ÃcW Bz# nW ¥lT nWÝÝ 

mÚ?FT h#Lg!z@M nFs -#éC ÂcWÝÝ bxND ¥?]N [NsW nW Ãl#ÝÝ 

y{Ns# xê§íC dGä l!”WNT ÂcWÝÝ ¥êl© mœ¶ÃW xNDM¬ÝÝ 

Xz!H §Y mnœT ÃlbT xND ngR xlÝÝ Y,WM MNDN nW) 

bxNDM¬ TRÙ» xµÿD l!q$ xNDN g[ NbB b¸Ãg"bT g!z@ g[ NÆb#N 

l!gL_ y¸ClWN ”L BÒ YwSÄLÝÝ `Yl ”l#N ¥lT nWÝÝ bz!ÃC ”L 

wYM /rG mœ¶ÃnT BÒ nW yg[ NÆb#N M|-!R y¸drDrW¿ 

y¸ÃwRdW¿ y¸ÃzNbWÝÝ lMúl@ dNg!Ã b›lM y¬wq G;#Z ngR nWÝÝ 

’@_éS dNg!Ã YÆ§LÝÝ dNg!Ã bbU XyfU KrMT dGä xrNÙÁ Xylbs 

YÿÄLÝÝ dNg!Ã yqN /„R yl@l!T q$R y¥YlW-W nWÝÝ YH Y¬w”LÝÝ 

dNg!Ã tsBé šØ çñ XN=T YöRÈLÝÝ Xnz!HN ydNg!Ã Æ?RÃT 

l’@_éS bmS-T bdNg!Ã mSlÖ¬LÝÝ 

dNg!ÃWN yl@l!t$ q$R yqn# /„R úYlW-W XNd¸ñR ’@_éSM 

bmk‰ úYsqQ ›§¥WN úYlW_ y¸ñR XNdNg!Ã Ãl nWÝÝ dNg!Ã bbU 

XyfU bKrMT dGä xrNÙÁ Xylbs YÿÄLÝÝ ’@_éSM k;|‰ xNÇ dq 

m²ÑRT wNDäc$ qDä Xyÿd wNg@LN sBµ*LÂÝÝ ›lMN kx?²BnT 

+UG wd wNg@L BR¦N xDRú*LÂÝÝ šØ DNUY |UN kx_NT YlÃLÝÝ 
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’@_éSM xStMé mÂFQN kx¥n! k/Ä!N kKRStEÃN Slly dNg!Ã 

tB§*LÝÝ l@§M mLK xlWÝÝ 

dNg!Ã kt‰‰ wd¬C s!ÂD ÃSf‰LÝÝ ’@_éSM «ät b|U 

w/Yw bmNfS¿ b|U ät tqbrÝÝ bmNfS QÇS ?ÃW çn´ s!L 

mÂF”N xUNNT YdnGÈl#ÂÝÝ bz!H ›YnT dNg!ÃN bMúl@ l’@_éS 

s!s-W XÂÃlNÝÝ 

xNÄND g!z@ l!q$ b¸Ãm\_RbT g!z@ «yz!H MKNÃt$ xNDM Y¬w”L¿ xNDM 

xY¬wQM´ b¥lT s!ÂgR Ys¥LÝÝ lMN) 

mMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝ−−−− XWnT nW Y§LÝÝ Y, dGä W¹T xYdlMÝÝ ngR GN YHNN 

y¸lW bsW Lb#Â ÃLtmzn ngR s!ñR nWÝÝ lMúl@ KRSèS ›lMN 

l¥úlF YmÈLÝÝ GN y¸mÈbT qN xY¬wQMÝÝ XNÁ ¬Wö tlYè 

y¸ñR xYdlM XNÁ) zmn# zmn ×/NS½ :lt$ :lt X/#D½ w„ wR^ 

mUb!T½ s›t$ mNfq l@l!T nW tBlÖ tnGé ylM) XNÁT xY¬wQM 

YÆ§LÝÝ b!l# b¥lT ‰s#N Y-YQÂ yzNDéW zmN ×/NS Yh#N yx‰T 

›mt$ xY¬wQMÝÝ Bz# zmn ×/NS YmÈL¿ Ym§lúLÝÝ Bz# :lt 

X/#ìC xl#¿ Ym§lúl#ÝÝ Bz# wR^ mUb!èC xl#¿ Ym§lúl#ÝÝ Slz!H 

yg@¬CN mMÈT xY¬wQM YlêLÝÝ :la bfÈ¶ ~l!Â y¥TmzN 

SlçnC Xú*NÂ Xú*N lmúsl#T MNÆÆT h#l# xNDM xY¬wQM BlW 

ÃLû¬LÝÝ 

bmZÑr ÄêET mZÑR 6 q$_R 1 §Y «XGz!å bm›Tk x!TQ|fn!´ b¸lW g[ NÆB Ng#| 

ÄêET õ„Â ¬ït {×N zMtW lMN kõR ;WD¥ XNdqr MKNÃt$N l¥QrB s!nœ «yqrbT 

MKNÃT xL¬wqM¿ xNDM ¬WÌL´ BlÖ YjM‰LÝÝ XNÁT) 

mMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝmMHR dg# ›lM µúÝ−−−− XWnT nWÝÝ XNÄnbBkW bMKNÃTnT ytzrz„T h#l# çnêLÝÝ 

÷î tÈBèT¿ mD`n!T -_è¿ XNGÄ m_èbT¿ dKäT½ Ng#| 

XNÄYzMT y¸L DNUg@ bmt§lû l@§M l@§MÝÝ YH h#l# bz!ÃC qN 

ç•LÝÝ ngR GN mNfS QÇS bz!ÃC qN XNÄYwÈ ÃdrgbT MKNÃT 

xY¬wQMÝÝ ÃNN ymNfS QÇS msÂKL nW xY¬wQM y¸lWÝÝ 
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b_Ql# ksW xXMé b§Y yçn ngR s!mÈ yz!H MKNÃt$ xY¬wQM 

BlÖT ÃLÍLÝÝ 

 

. 


